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The primary goal of retail environments is to stimulate positive behavior from consumers 
viewing the fulfilled plan of the designer or architect.  This study explores the influence 
of the consumer trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, upon the visual aesthetic design features 
of the store environment and consumer behavior.   Treatment of the visual aesthetic 
design features of the retail environment as an integrated, holistic arrangement 
demonstrate the dynamic interrelation of the environment and perception as explained by 
Gestalt theory. Data was collected through traditional survey techniques.  Statistical 
analyses using exploratory factor analysis, ANCOVA, and MANCOVA reveal distinct 
differences between consumers with high versus low visual aesthetic sensitivity in store 
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Defining the Problem 
 The primary goal of retail environments is to stimulate positive behavior from 
consumers viewing the fulfilled plan of the designer or architect.  The impact of store 
environments, both pleasurable and discomforting, upon consumers‘ behavior has been 
well documented by previous researchers (Andreu, Bigne, Chumpitaz, & Swaen, 2006; 
Baker, Parasuraman, Grewal, & Voss, 2002; Astous, 2000).  Inherently, the design of 
such stores involves a most interesting concept ─ visual aesthetics.   What then is the 
relationship of visual aesthetics to consumers‘ behavior and store environment?  How do 
these elements intersect to induce favorable responses?   
Previous marketing research has explored product design and the influence of 
aesthetics upon consumers‘ intentions (Bamossy, Scammon, & Johnston, 1983; Charters, 
2006; Veryzer & Hutchinson, 1998).  Additionally, limited attempts within consumer 
research have delved into consumers‘ aesthetic responses and experiences (Holbrook, 
1980; Veryzer & Hutchinson, 1998).  Store environment studies have concentrated on 
design aesthetics within the store environment, but have not considered specifically 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity toward the visual design features found in the 
retail environment that might influence consumer behavior (Bitner, 1992; Turley & 
Milliman, 2000).  Moreover, many of the studies have viewed aesthetic components of 
the store environment individualistically, limiting understanding of the retail environment 
from a holistic perspective (Botschen & Crowther, 2001).   
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To respond to this gap, this study intends to explore the influence of the consumer 
trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, upon the visual design factors‘ aesthetic features of the 
store environment, as defined by Baker (1987), and consumer behavior.   Such research 
into the relationship of consumers‘ visual aesthetic orientation and store environment 
design aesthetics has been suggested (Bloch, Brunel, & Arnold, 2003). Furthermore, 
treatment of the visual aesthetic design features of the retail environment as an integrated, 
holistic arrangement will demonstrate the dynamic interrelation of the environment and 
perception as explained by Gestalt theory. Therefore, exploring the role of consumers‘ 
aesthetic sensitivity will yield the visual aesthetic predispositions held by consumers and 
necessitate the importance of addressing how consumers react to visual aesthetic design 
characteristics of both high and low aesthetic store environments. 
 
A PERSPECTIVE ON THE PROBLEM 
 
 The role of visual aesthetics in product design, graphic design, and interior design 
is engrained into the educational foundations of design related disciplines.  Educators and 
practitioners of art and design disciplines rigorously pursue educating students to the 
impact of this basic design component, aesthetics, upon human behavior.  However, little 
research has been completed concerning aesthetic response to lengthier art forms, such 
as, architecture, symphonies, or novels by consumer researchers (Charters, 2006).  One 
such art form, store environments, is designed to enhance the interaction between the 
consumer and the retail space.  To realize the full potential of this engagement, the 
multiple levels of consumer behavior towards and evaluation of visual design aesthetics 
must be understood within the context of aesthetics and a holistic or Gestalt approach of 
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environmental perception (Botschen & Crowther, 2001; Mattila & Wirtz, 2001; Morin, 
Dubé, & Chebat, 2007; Titus & Everett, 1995; Veryzer, 1999).  Gestalt theory views 
visual perception as a holistic process in which information is understood in its entirety 
rather than through atomistic or singular components of the experience (Behrens, 1998; 
Graham, 2008; Lin, 2004).  For example, musical compositions are best experienced and 
understood as a whole not through the individual notes themselves.  In addition, the 
importance and relevance of each note is only understood in relation to its place in the 
overall composition or the whole.  
 Researchers acknowledge the retail environment‘s visual design factors‘ aesthetic 
dimensions.  Baker (1987) proposed three dimensions of the store environment: ambient, 
design, and social factors.  The ambient factors are non-visual features that engage the 
consumer at a subconscious level and include environmental components such as music, 
scent, and lighting.  Design factors entail much of the visual dimensions that encompass a 
large portion of the aesthetic and functional features of the retail space. Functional 
components might include layout or egress.  Aesthetic components include features such 
as architecture, color, and décor.  The social dimension addresses store employees and 
other consumers and focuses upon the number, particular dress, and behavior of both the 
employee and individuals in the store environment. 
 Consumers‘ assessment of the store environment is not only influenced by the 
environment itself but by consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity.  Aesthetic orientations 
vary among individuals and range from sensible or realistic to intense or emotional 
(Bloch et al., 2003).  Realizing this, it is important for researchers to identify and measure 
general consumers‘ predilection towards visual aesthetics so that the design of the store 
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environment will attract the consumer segment targeted by the retailer.  Recent 
researchers have developed a scale known as the centrality of visual product aesthetics 
(CVPA) to identify consumers‘ aesthetic sensitivity (Bloch et al., 2003). Bloch et al. 
(2003) determined that visual aesthetic awareness was affected by personal and social 
value of design, the ability to discern or recognize (acumen) good design, and by the 
level of response to beautiful objects.   Based upon these findings, Figure 1 illustrates that 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity trait will influence their evaluation of the visual 
design factors‘ aesthetic dimensions (DFAD) within the built retail environment, which 
will influence consumers‘ willingness to pay more for products and/or services and 
consumers‘ desire to stay longer in the store environment.  
 
CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS 
Gestalt Theory, Aesthetics, and Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity 
 As the demand for functionally efficient products is being met, consumers are 
increasingly making product selections based upon aesthetics and uniqueness of design 
(Bloch et al., 2003; Charter, 2006).  Consumers‘ demand for aesthetically pleasing 
products and environments is influencing the methods retailers use to attract consumers; 
therefore, increasing the need for additional research into consumers‘ response and 
orientation towards aesthetics.  Much of the existing aesthetic research has been 
disjointed and conceptually weak (Crilly, Moultrie, & Clarkson, 2004; Veryzer, 1993).  
Research has continued to wrestle with definitions and the scope of consumer aesthetics 
and avoided aesthetic evaluations formed by the consumer. Additionally, theory 
development and implications of such theory must be explored to broaden
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Figure 1 Research Model
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comprehension of the relationship between consumer behavior and aesthetics (Veryzer et 
al., 1998).  Holbrook (1980) encouraged researchers to explore how to construct or 
arrange creative components to induce the optimal consumer aesthetic response. 
Holbrook (1986) also strongly recommended extended research into consumers‘ aesthetic 
responses because ―the consumer‘s [a]esthetic response matter[s]‖ (p. 337), and because 
he viewed this response as one of the main issues in understanding the consumption 
experience.   
 Research concerning the relationship of consumers and aesthetics in the retail 
environment has explored the effect of environmental design upon psychological and 
behavioral responses (Turley & Milliman, 2000).  Interestingly, such research has taken 
an atomistic approach isolating atmospheric components of the retail environment.  
Botschen and Crowther (2001) state that the ―effects of aesthetic atmospherics in a real 
life situation come from the complete atmosphere, rather than from individual 
components, and we must therefore look to the whole design in developing our 
understanding‖ (p. 1).  Bitner (1992) concluded that consumers view environments 
through a holistic lens and that the totality of the environment ultimately influences 
behavioral response.  Understanding the importance of studying the visual DFAD of the 
retail environment collectively and identifying the influence of consumers‘ aesthetic 
sensitivity, the application of the environmental perception Gestalt theory is proposed as 
a theoretical base for this research.  Gestalt laws emphasis a synergistic relationship 
between the visual aesthetic parts and the whole as being innately understood and 
perceived by the viewer.  Using these previously learned aesthetic laws, consumers 
evaluate the environment which in turn, governs responses towards the object(s) being 
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viewed (Veryzer, 1999).  Therefore, it is of interest to understand consumers‘ aesthetic 
viewpoint and its influence upon evaluation of and behavior toward the DFAD of the 
built retail environment. 
 Addressing this need to understand consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity, Bloch 
et al. (2003) developed a scale to measure consumers‘ centrality of visual product 
aesthetics (CVPA).  Realizing that some consumer segments are more design oriented, 
they developed a scale that represents individual orientation (high to low) towards visual 
aesthetics of products.  Bloch et al. (2003) defined CVPA as: 
…the overall level of significance that visual aesthetics hold for a particular 
consumer in his/her relationship with products…It is considered to be a general 
consumer trait.  Note that CVPA captures the general significance or importance 
of visual product aesthetics rather than preference for or attitudes toward a 
particular aesthetic style (p. 552). 
Three factors of CVPA were identified that defined consumers‘ orientation 
towards visual aesthetics.  The first dimension represented perceived value of design.  
Value explains the influence aesthetics play in enhancing or enriching the quality of life.  
It illustrates benefits consumers receive from owning or engaging in aesthetically 
pleasing products or experiences.  Consumers with high CVPA may view such products 
as ―sacred‖ due to their beauty and their ability to enrich life experiences (Bloch et al., 
2003).  This value also transcends personal levels; in other words, society at large 
benefits from beauty and interaction with fine design. 
 The second factor associated with CVPA was design acumen.  Acumen 
encompasses the ideas of perceiving, judging, or discriminating and reflects the ability of 
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the consumer to evaluate aesthetic qualities (Bloch et al., 2003).  Past research has 
determined that some people are more gifted with aesthetic sensitivities than others 
(Berlyne, 1971).  Holbrook (1986) found that some consumers preferred verbal 
processing over visual processing and those that favored visual processing were more 
sensitive to product design.     
 The final CVPA factor assessed the level of response experienced by the 
consumer.  Reaction to design or beautiful objects can vary from utilitarian to hedonic.  
Pleasurable responses can be strong and characterized as ―intense enjoyment‖ 
(Csikszentmihalyi & Robinson, 1990).  Such powerful emotions can lead to approach 
behaviors such as engagement with the product, and ultimately purchase of the product 
(Bloch, 1995).  
 Understanding that aesthetic orientations exist and acknowledging consumers‘ 
levels of aesthetic sensitivity increase researchers‘ knowledge of consumer response. 
Gestalt theory and the CVPA scale both offer a theoretical basis and a practical method 
of determining a unique consumer trait that is aesthetically oriented.  Using this 
foundation, this research will equate and replace CVPA with visual aesthetic sensitivity 
since the retail environment can be viewed conceptually as a product offered by the 
retailer.  Therefore, viewing visual aesthetic sensitivity as a consumer trait and applying 
this knowledge to the store environment ―product‖ offers and encourages a new approach 
towards understanding store environments and their influence upon consumer behavior.   
Store Environment 
The design of stores inherently involves aesthetics.  Whether a store is highly 
aesthetically pleasing or not, the visual design aesthetics of a store are a critical 
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determinant of consumer response and a retailer‘s success. Kopec (2006) has indicated 
that the aesthetic quality of a room ─ the extent to which it is pleasant or attractive ─ 
affects the sorts of evaluations made while in that setting.  Additionally, understanding 
and measuring consumer response and evaluations to such environments is one of the 
main driving factors in the success of retail formats.  Previous store environment research 
has identified visual and non-visual aesthetic variables within the environment (Baker, 
1987; Bitner, 1992) and extended to include external variables and human variables 
(Turley & Milliman, 2000).  In addition, research has included emotional and social 
responses to environment and the impact of these responses on the potential of the 
consumer to shop and/or purchase.  More specifically, research has highlighted the power 
of well designed or highly aesthetic environments to evoke positive response, introduce 
environmental cues (Sharma & Stafford, 2000), and stimulate perceptions that affect 
purchasing behavior.  Such research implies the influence of consumers‘ evaluations of 
design aesthetics on positive consumer behavior.  Mehrabian and Russell (1974) 
concluded that ―environmental psychologists have determined that factors of an 
environment can have synesthetic properties ─ they work together in a synergistic 
fashion to influence persons in the environment (p. 201).‖   The concept of synethesia 
asserts that one form of sensation evokes the sensation of another or that a sensation is 
felt in one part of the organism as a result of stimulus applied to another.  Therefore, 
knowledge of consumers‘ aesthetic sensitiveness would enrich understanding of the 
synergistic relationship between the emotional and cognitive sensations produced and 
experienced within the retail environment. 
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Even though past research has confirmed a statistically significant relationship 
between consumers and the retail environment (Turley & Milliman, 2000), this study of 
the relationship concentrates on the consumer trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, and the 
influence of such when viewing holistically the visual DFAD within the store 
environment.  As previously stated, consumers with high aesthetic sensitivity are likely to 
value, have a stronger ability to recognize, and have a positive response to beautiful, well 
designed store environments.  Acknowledging this interchange between consumers‘ 
aesthetic disposition and the store environment, this study endeavors to explore the effect 




 As consumers become more demanding and astute, retailers are challenged to find 
new ways to attract customers.  In a world where excellence and performance of products 
and environments are expected, the store environment offers new and exciting 
differentiation opportunities through physical and non-physical factors such as fixtures, 
equipment, finishes, music, odor, and employee uniforms (Andreu et al., 2006; Charters, 
2006). While many retailers continue to heighten the store experience, research also has 
shown that over stimulation (e.g., loud music, strong odor, intense lighting) can produce 
negative responses and avoidance behavior (Astous, 2000; Berlyne, 1971; Kopec, 2006).  
In contrast, the impact of well designed store environments upon positive behavior has 
been supported by research (Kopec, 2006; Turley & Milliman, 2000). Realizing the 
influence of design aesthetics upon consumers raises one of the most important retailing 
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questions— how do retailers design or use the store environment to induce an optimal 
aesthetic response? 
 Producing an optimally pleasing and beautiful environment can induce positive 
responses only if the consumer is sensitive to or aware of such influences.  Recognizing 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity trait has the potential of changing the design of a 
retail space.  Architects and interior designers recognize the importance of knowing the 
user of the space.  Such knowledge guides the design and ‗customizes‘ the space to the 
user.  Similarly, retailers define consumers through segmentation when developing 
marketing, service, and product strategies to meet the needs of that consumer group.  This 
study will enhance the understanding of consumers by identifying ways that retailers can 
increase their consumer base. 
 Thus, the specific research objectives of this study are: (a) to examine consumers‘ 
visual aesthetic sensitivity orientations; (b) to determine if a consumer‘s evaluation of 
and behavior toward store environments vary by the consumer‘s aesthetic sensitivity 
level; and (c) to determine whether consumer evaluations of the design factors‘ aesthetic 
dimensions (DFAD) of the built retail environment influence behavioral intentions.  
 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 
Previous retail research has not explored consumers‘ aesthetic orientation and its 
impact upon evaluations of store environments.  Considering the large amount of money 
spent on store design, what advantage does the retailer obtain from this asset? Retailers 
can benefit by creating environments that promote aesthetic engagement.  Identifying 
visual DFAD that influence consumers‘ visual aesthetic evaluations is an area ripe for 
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study.  This study‘s contributions to store environment literature include: (a) identifying 
an aesthetically oriented consumer trait; (b) developing a broader understanding of 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity and the effect of such sensitivity upon 
environments and consumer behavior; and (c) increasing awareness of the visual DFAD 
influence on consumers‘ aesthetic predisposition. 
 Aesthetics can be a powerful tool used to induce positive consumer behavior and 
assessments.  Marketing and product research has confirmed its value in attracting 
customers, increasing engagement with products, and separating well designed products 
from competitors (Bloch, 1995; Bloch et al., 2003). The results of the present study will 
provide academics and practitioners alike with a better understanding of the importance 

























This chapter opens by discussing store environments including design aesthetics 
within and the influence of store environment upon consumer behavior.  Additional 
research includes the defining of aesthetics in a general context, including the general 
consumer trait of visual aesthetic sensitivity or the centrality of visual product aesthetics 
(CVPA) as proposed by Bloch et al. (2003) and continues with an examination of Gestalt 
theory. Following the review of existing literature, a research model is proposed 
depicting consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity, the store environment, and consumer 
behavior.  The model illustrates relationships among a general consumer trait, the retail 
environment, and consumers‘ behavior intentions, and is used as a theoretical foundation 
for the research hypotheses proposed in this study. 
To support such scholarly endeavor, the purpose of this study is to examine visual 
aesthetic sensitivity of consumers, to investigate the influence of visual design factors‘ 
aesthetic dimensions (DFAD) in the store environment and consumer‘s visual aesthetic 
sensitivity upon consumer‘s evaluation of and behavior toward the store environment, 




 As society began to change from production orientation to consumption 
orientation, researchers explored the influence of store environment on consumers‘ 
attitudes and behavior (Kotler, 1974; Greenland & McGoldrick, 1994).  Multiple 
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components of the store environment have been explored including, but not limited to, 
lighting, color, odor, crowding and music (Akhter, Andrews, Durvasula, 1994; Turley & 
Milliman, 2000).  Much of the store environment research has been theoretically based 
on environmental psychology and the stimulus-organism-response model (S-O-R) 
proposed by Mehrabian and Russell (1974).  Within this model, the store environment is 
considered the stimulus (S) that evokes an assessment in the consumer, viewed as the 
organism (O), which produces some type of behavioral response (R) (Donovan & 
Rossiter, 1982; Mehrabian & Russell, 1974). Consumer response has traditionally been 
classified as approach and/or avoidance with approach addressing positive responses and 
avoidance identifying negative reactions to the environment (Mehrabian & Russell, 
1974).  The various stimuli within the store environment have been categorized by both 
Bitner (1992) and Baker (1987).  Bitner proposed three dimensions of the store 
environment:  ambient conditions, space and function, and signs, symbols, and artifacts.  
The Baker model established three dimensions as well:  social, design, and ambient 
factors.  Within the Baker and Bitner models, the ambient dimension focuses on non-
visual elements such as temperature, noise, music, and odor and influence the non-visual 
senses.  Baker design factors are similar to two of Bitner‘s dimensions, space/function 
and signs, symbols, and artifacts, which address equipment, furnishings, and functional 
features and are considered visual cues.  Notably, Baker specifically differentiated 
between the functional and aesthetic components of the design dimension stating that the 
functional elements might entail layout and comfort, whereas, aesthetics involve items 
such as color, architecture, and style.  The social factor is a unique component of Baker 
framework that introduces the influence of people (both consumers and store employees).   
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This dimension takes into consideration the impact of customer and employee appearance 
and behavior, as well as, the number of individuals within the store.  As previously noted, 
Turley and Milliman (2000) reviewed a large body of store environment research that 
confirmed the impact of physical stimuli upon consumers‘ evaluations and behaviors. 
The research was categorized according to Berman and Evans‘ (1995) classification of 
atmospheric factors, which included the following:  (a) External variables composed of 
the exterior building and surrounding environment; (b) General interior variables were 
listed as flooring, scent, sounds, fixtures, and wall coverings which combined visual and 
non-visual features of the interior store environment; (c) Layout and Design variables 
identified only functional aspects of the in-store environment, such as, traffic flow and 
floor space; and (d) Point-of-Purchase and Decoration variables focused upon interior 
displays.  Due to their research findings, Turley and Milliman also included a fifth 
category, the human variable, which highlighted the impact of both customers and 
employees.   
With this review, it can be seen that several researchers have developed 
frameworks that distinguish or set apart similar store environment dimensions.  
Specifically, interior store environment components are identified and implied as being 
both visual and non-visual in nature and include the idea of aesthetics.  Interestingly, the 
body of research has not taken into consideration the specific role of visual aesthetics 
upon consumer response.  
Consumer Behavior and Store Environment 
The store environment can ultimately influence consumers‘ decision to visit the 
store, guide consumers‘ inferences about merchandise, service, and quality, and present 
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an image to consumers (Kotler, 1973; Zeithaml, 1988).  Despite the significance of the 
environment and level of aesthetics, very few empirical studies concerning specifically 
visual aesthetic issues and consumer behavior can be located in the marketing or retail 
literature (Bloch, 1995, Bamossy et al., 1983). Charters (2006) viewed this weakness as 
―a major limitation on consumer research into aesthetic response‖ (p. 239).  Additionally, 
due to the infancy of marketing research related to product design and aesthetics, 
conceptual frameworks are still being developed (Crilly et al., 2004; Charters, 2006; 
Veryzer, 1993) and continue to use the traditional approach/avoidance consumer 
behavior paradigm of environmental psychology. Behavioral response perspectives 
employed in research on architectural spaces and retail environments also customarily 
use the approach and avoidance point of view (Bitner, 1992; Donovan & Rossiter, 1982). 
Approach behaviors are positive in nature and may include unplanned spending, 
increased spending and social interaction. Ignoring product offerings and failure to 
purchase are examples of avoidance behaviors (Crilly et al., 2004).  In a review of store 
atmospheric literature, Turley and Milliman (2000) concluded that each of the studies 
―found that all general perceptions of the interior influenced behavior‖ (p. 195).  As 
previously stated, Turley and Milliman organized store environment variables into six 
categories: external, general interior, layout and design, point-of-purchase and 
decoration, and the human variable.  External variables of the retail environment entailed 
window displays, prototypical architecture, parking, and shopping districts.  All were 
found to have positively influenced behavior.  Specifically, research conducted by 
Grossbart, Mittelstaedt, Curtis, and Rogers (1975) which examined the relationship of a 
consumer trait, environmental predisposition, and shopping district exteriors found that 
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certain predispositions were positively related to store responsiveness.  General interior 
variables combined the previously identified ambient and design dimensions with the 
majority of research focused upon the effect of music, color, odor/aroma, and lighting.  
All were found to affect consumer behavior.  The visual component of color was 
determined to influence purchase behavior, store image, and pleasure and arousal.  A 
small amount of research focused upon the functional aspects of layout and design or 
organization of space.  This research revealed that the store layout and design affected 
consumers‘ perceptions and knowledge which ultimately led to a change in behavior.  
The final category, human variable, concentrated upon the impact of crowding, employee 
dress, and the influence of both employees and other consumers in the retail environment.  
Again, negative components, such as crowding, produced negative behavior and positive 
features, such as appropriate employee uniforms, produced positive influence. 
Other store atmospheric research established that store environments played a 
critical function in a consumer‘s desire to remain in the store and a consumer‘s 
willingness to accept higher product prices in pleasing environments (Grewal & Baker, 
1994; Thaler, 1985; Wakefield & Baker, 1998).  Interestingly, Grewal and Baker (1994) 
concluded that when store environment factors of social, ambient, and design were 
harmonious, the environment was viewed highly by consumers‘ and increased 
consumers‘ price acceptability. 
 Taking into consideration such influence of store environments upon consumer 
behavior, it would be logical to assume that the visual DFAD of the built retail 
environment (i.e. high visual DFAD versus low DFAD) could induce cognitive and 
affective reactions that trigger specific positive behaviors.  In other words, behavioral 
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responses to the store design may elicit moods that stimulate consumers to form 
impressions (affective) that may at some point be used as a basis of judgment (cognitive) 
in the purchasing process.  Evaluations of the environment are also likely to provoke 
emotions that will shape consumers‘ attitudes towards the retailer and their level of 
involvement with the store environment (Tractinsky & Lowengart, 2007).  In a study of 
spatial density and space availability, Mehrabian and Russell (1974) determined that 
crowded spaces increased levels of stress and thus led to avoidance behavior.  Similarly, 
several studies on music (non-visual aesthetics) have determined that time spent in the 
store by consumers will increase if the music is perceived pleasant (Donovan & Rossiter, 
1982; Milliman, 1986; Yalch & Spangenberg, 1988). Other studies have found that both 
approach and avoidance behaviors are related to design factors, but most of these studies 
examine the factors in isolation from other environmental cues and do not take into 
consideration consumers‘ aesthetic awareness and understanding or the visual DAFD 
present in the store environment (Greenland & McGoldrick, 1994; Russell & Ward, 
1982; Turley & Milliman, 2000).   
 
AESTHETICS AND VISUAL AESTHETIC SENSITIVITY 
What is the meaning of aesthetics?  Aesthetics is a concept used in everyday 
language that can be hard to define or understand.  At a basic level, it is a philosophy that 
addresses the nature and expression of beauty (Wagner, 1999).  This philosophy of 
beauty can be seen as early as antiquity when Vitruvius, the 1
st
 century BC systematic 
theoretician of architecture, identified beauty as one of the three basic requirements of 
architecture (Malnar & Vodvarka, 1992).  In today‘s society, aesthetics is relevant to a 
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multitude of products and is important in architecture, physical appearance, product 
development, and retail environments (Dion, Berscheid, & Walster, 1972; Kotler & Rath, 
1984; Porteous, 1996; Russell & Pratt, 1980).  In fact, when given the choice between 
two equal products, consumers purchase the one they view more aesthetically pleasing 
(Kotler & Rath, 1984).  Therefore, aesthetics can be viewed as primarily visual in nature 
and focuses on the outward physical beauty of the object or environment as opposed to 
the other qualities such as, function or usefulness (Bloch et al, 2003; Hekkert, 2006; 
Lingaard & Whitfield, 2004).      
Broadly speaking, aesthetics has been studied by psychology, sociology, 
anthropology, and marketing with each developing a unique understanding and definition 
of aesthetics.  Such research has explored various methods of individuals‘ responses to 
aesthetics and the impact aesthetics has upon individuals (Bell, Fisher, Baum, & Greene, 
1990).  Two such areas have focused on the cognitive and affective responses of 
individuals produced by aesthetics.  Bamossy, Johnston, and Parsons (1985) viewed an 
aesthetic response as having varying levels of intensity and continuity.  Since the 
aesthetic response could be considered a ―felt experience,‖ such response could be 
deemed subjective and include the idea of judgment. Such aesthetic evaluations are 
related only to the visual design properties of the object (e.g., proportion, color, shape, 
and size) and not to other related areas of symbolism, identity, and image (Bloch et al., 
2003). Understanding what is aesthetically pleasing involves more than just a perspective 
or preference; it is the reason that supports aesthetic judgments of what is aesthetically 
important or significant (Bloch et al., 2003).  Overall, the awareness of aesthetics is both 
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cognitive and affective in nature, because finding an object aesthetically pleasing is to 
respond to it with some feeling and reasoned evaluation (Bamossy et al., 1985). 
The deeper question for research has been how to measure the cognitive and 
affective responses to visual aesthetics and their influence upon consumer behavior.  To 
respond to this need, Bloch et al. (2003) developed a centrality of visual product 
aesthetics (CVPA) scale.  The centrality of visual product aesthetics was defined as:  
―…the overall level of significance that visual aesthetics hold for a particular consumer in 
his/her relationships with products‖ (Bloch et al., 2003, p. 552).  In a study concerning 
product aesthetics, Bloch et al. were able to measure individual differences toward visual 
aesthetics using the three dimensions of aesthetic value, acumen, and response intensity.  
The concept of each dimension is discussed in the following sections. 
Aesthetic Value 
Some objects (e.g., paintings, music, and photography) have aesthetics as their 
primary function.  The purpose of such objects is to create a moving experience and to 
fulfill a higher level of need while increasing the benefit of ownership and engagement 
with an aesthetic object (Yalch & Brunel, 1996). Such rewards are both valued and 
revered by consumers. Bloch et al.‘s (2003) first dimension, aesthetic value, encompasses 
the pleasure derived from owning beauty, without attaching importance to the utilitarian 
purpose of the object (Holbrook, 1980). A consumer can simply treasure an object for its 
beauty alone. This response to aesthetics engages the affective process and is deemed to 
be very personal while connecting with the consumer at multiple sensory levels 
(Bamossy et al., 1983; Bamossy et al., 1985). 
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The Gestalt theory of design considers the desire for visual beauty to be innate 
(Bloch, 1995).  More specifically, Gestalt theorists argue when viewing an object or 
environment, that humans have an innate or affective preference for order, symmetry, 
unity, and harmony (Crilly et al., 2004; Malnar et al., 1992).  Veryzer (1993), based on 
Gestalt theory, confirmed that consumers preferred products designed using the laws of 
proportion and unity.  This innate, affective response as supported by Gestalt theory can 
vary from highly refined aesthetic orientation to extremely simple aesthetic orientation 
that is learned by repeated exposure to certain methods, materials, and processes of 
design. 
Those consumers who are in tune with their innate desire for visual beauty and 
highly value aesthetic objects generally perceive beauty and fine design as being 
important to society.  In other words, beauty contributes to the quality of life and an 
aesthetically pleasing environment can improve health, work levels, learning, and as 
such, should be valued (Bell et al., 1990; Kopec, 2006).   
Design Acumen 
 The second dimension of CVPA proposed by Bloch et al. (2003) is design 
acumen.  Design acumen addresses the cognitive component of aesthetics and reflects the 
skill to identify, classify, and assess product aesthetics (Bloch et al., 2003).  This ability 
to recognize good design develops through continued exposure to refined design and is 
most prominent among those who process their surroundings visually versus verbally 
(Holbrook, 1986).  Formal aesthetics defines the knowledge base by which individuals 
understand what is beautiful and relies heavily upon Gestalt theory to provide the ―laws‖ 
for visual organization of the perceived visual objects and environments that ultimately 
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affect their responses (Kopec, 2006; Loustau, 1988). Those with high design acumen or 
knowledge have a tendency to quickly recognize and evaluate good design and show a 
preference for more sophisticated forms of design (Bloch, 1995). In their study of the 
aesthetic experience, Csikszentmihalyi and Robinson (1990) identified four dimensions 
(i.e., knowledge, communication, perception, and emotion).  Knowledge, 
communication, and perception scored highest as important factors in the aesthetic 
experience, supporting the importance of the ability to recognize, categorize, and evaluate 
products (Csikszentmihalyi & Robinson, 1990).  Based on these findings, it could be 
assumed that consumers with aesthetic discernment may give greater significance to 
visible aesthetic elements when making product choices. 
Aesthetic Response 
 Beauty always evokes a response.  The third CVPA dimension, aesthetic 
response, has been described as ―…a state of intense enjoyment characterized by feelings 
of personal wholeness, a sense of discovery, and a sense of human connectedness‖ 
(Csikszentmihalyi & Robinson, 1990, p. 178).  Each individual may respond in various 
ways, whether intensely versus moderately or cognitively versus affective in nature. A 
strong cognitive response, such as belief, can be influenced by design causing consumers 
to attach positive or negative characteristics to products based upon their initial aesthetic 
response (Bitner, 1992; Solomon, 1983).  John Zoccai, a product designer hired by 
Reebok, alluded to the affective response in his statement that good design will make 
most consumers ―fall in love‖ with the product (Dumaine, 1991).  Affective responses are 
produced by the unique combination of elements within the object and usually create 
intense involvement (Veryzer, 1993).  The debate is which comes first, affective or 
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cognitive reactions?  One way to resolve this question is to assume that both occur 
simultaneously.  A Gestalt or holistic viewing of the object is occurring while the brain is 
minutely processing the details, allowing the consumer to acquire information in a 
method most comfortable to them (Bloch, 1995).  Additionally, if any of the ―stored‖ 
rules of Gestalt theory or formal aesthetics are broken, then levels of aesthetic response 
will be influenced (Veryzer, 1999).  Using this perspective, it is rational to confer that the 
level of response will vary by the intensity of emotions produced by the object and 
amount of information gained through initial interface with the object. This confirms that 
the level of response is reflective of the individual‘s cognitive and affective involvement. 
Consumers‟ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity and CVPA 
 To understand the influence of consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity upon the 
visual DFAD within the physical environment, it would be beneficial to conceptualize the 
store environment as a product.  Most marketing scholars agree that the concept of 
products can pertain to both tangible goods and intangible services (Bloch, 1995).  
Additionally, marketing research has been extensively engaged in understanding the 
initial impression of the product form and appearance because of its impact upon 
consumers (Berkowitz, 1987).  The idea of ‗initial impression‘ could also be applied to 
the store environment.  Just as a product can attract a consumer‘s attention, the store 
environment has the ability to draw the consumer into the space for further exploration of 
products and services offered by the environment.  
 Product design is often used as a competitive advantage (Dumaine, 1991).  Thus, 
aesthetically pleasing store environments can become tools to differentiate the retailer 
from competitors in the marketplace. If consumers like to buy products that are visually 
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aesthetically pleasing, it is not a far leap to assume that consumers would prefer to 
interface with an environment that is also visually aesthetically pleasing (Creusen & 
Schoormans, 2005).  If a store environment stands out aesthetically from competitive 
stores, chances are greater that consumers will pay attention to what the store offers.  
Research has found that the attention-drawing ability of a package has increased the 
likelihood of purchase and that a person‘s physical appearance will increase or decrease 
social interaction (Dion, et al., 1972; Garber, 1995; Garber, Burke, & Jones, 2000).  A 
store environment not only encompasses the concept of physical appearance, but is part 
of the total package offered by retailers.   
 Therefore, using the foundation established by Block et al. (2003) and 
understanding the built retail environment‘s ability to emulate the characteristics of a 
retail product, this research will equate and replace the CVPA term with visual aesthetic 
sensitivity.  Additionally, visual aesthetic sensitivity is viewed as a reflective construct. 
As stated by Jarvis, Mackenzie, and Podsakoff (2003), the following characteristics hold 
true for a reflective construct:  (a) indicators are the expression of the construct; (b) 
―…measurements or indicators are expected to covary with each other…;‖ (c) indicators 




 Gestalt theory provides the rules and principles that help to explain the 
relationship between human visual perception, the retail environment, and consumer 
behavior (Kopec, 2006).  The fundamental bases of Gestalt theory reside in the 
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understanding that the whole is greater than the individual parts and regards visual 
perception and mental processes of the brain as holistic (Graham, 2008; Schroeder, 
2007). Further tenets of Gestalt assert that perceptible information is organized in a way 
to maximize clarity and comprehension (Morin et al., 2007). Gestalt also proposes that 
individuals are actively engaged in the structuring and organization of the environment 
rather than simply reacting to the surroundings (Malner & Vodvarka, 1992). Reaction to 
the visual surroundings comes from the understanding of formal aesthetics (i.e. elements 
and principles of design), but visual perceptions are governed by Gestalt rules and 
principles.    
Previous research in store environments has proposed that consumers view retail 
environments holistically.  Bitner (1992) put forward that consumers interact and 
perceive the retail environment holistically, that is, ―[r]ather than a single element, it is 
ultimately the total configuration of environmental dimensions that defines the 
servicescape‖ (p. 67). Similarly Mattila & Wirtz (2001) were the first study to use Gestalt 
theory to explore the interactive effect of music and scent and argued that it was a total, 
complimentary configuration of store environment stimuli that induced positive 
perceptions of the shopping experience.  Other research described the use of Gestalt 
theory to explain consumers‘ cognitive and emotional processing of the entire 
servicescape environment (Lin, 2004). Additional research exploring music in 
servicescape imposed a dual model of environmental perception composed of Gestalt 
theory and Gibson‘s theory of affordances (Morin et al., 2007).  Pivotal to this research 
was the study of semiology of aesthetic atmospherics by Botschen & Crowther (2001) in 
which a similar viewpoint of aesthetics in environmental design was stated.  Botschen & 
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Crowther (2001) argued ―…that the effects of aesthetic atmospherics in a real life 
situation come from the complete atmosphere, rather than from individual components, 
and we must therefore look to the whole design in developing our understanding‖ (p. 1). 
As can be seen, past research supports and suggests the use of Gestalt theory as a 
guide to understanding consumers‘ visual aesthetic evaluations as they relate to design 
factors located in the built retail environment.  Because the environment cannot be 
understood through an atomistic or isolated viewpoint, it is sensible to apply Gestalt 
theory to explain the interactive process of consumers‘ aesthetic evaluations and visual 
DFAD of the store environment.  
 
RESEARCH MODEL 
 Research on the relationship of aesthetic responses to store environments provides 
a basis for studying the effects of well-designed environments upon consumer behavior. 
Design factors‘ aesthetic dimensions (DAFD) within the store environment are offered as 
the visual elements (Baker, 1987) of the store environment that produce behavioral 
responses. The research model presented in Figure 2 depicts the proposed hypotheses and 
relationships between the consumer trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, the DAFD within 
the store environment, and consumers‘ behavioral intentions, such as a disposition to pay 
more for products and/or services and a desire to remain longer in the store environment.  
The model has several distinctive characteristics.  First, it identifies visual aesthetic 
sensitivity as a relevant trait of consumers. Next, it extends previous store environment 
research by putting forward that aesthetic sensitivity can affect consumers‘ evaluations of 
the aesthetic dimensions based upon the store environment design factors. Finally, the 
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model reflects a presumed link between visual aesthetic sensitivity and consumer 
behavioral intentions owing to the influence that consumers‘ aesthetic predisposition has 
upon assessment of store environment visual DFAD.  Additionally, it should be stated 
that though a partially mediated model is reflected, the focus of this research is to assess 
which factors are contributing the most and least in the model by comparing differences 
due to the independent variables – not to emphasize or highlight the explicit influence of 
store environments alone as has been done in previous researchers.         
  
Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity and 
Store Environment Visual Design Factors‟ Aesthetic Dimensions 
 Well-designed store environments intrinsically entail the concept of aesthetics. 
Store environments house visual aesthetic components that are potential sources for 
cognitive and affective responses.  The response behavior is initiated when awareness of 
the aesthetic environment occurs (Botschen & Crowther, 2001). Aesthetic environments 
contain visual and non-visual stimuli that are simultaneously processed cognitively or 
emotionally (Baker et al., 2002). Such environments can be highly aesthetically pleasing 
or extremely unaesthetically pleasing. Understanding this reflects the impact of a store 
environment‘s visual DFAD upon consumers. If a consumer has high visual aesthetic 
sensitivity, a store environment with high visual design aesthetic features will positively 
influence consumer response. Therefore, it appears logical to assume that positive and 
negative responses result from consumers‘ sensitivity or lack of sensitivity to aesthetics. 
In this study, store environment is defined as the store‘s internal physical 
characteristics that are intended to influence consumers‘ behavior and improve retail 
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performance. Among the physical characteristics are visual design factors‘ aesthetic 
dimensions (DFAD) composed of tangible elements (materials, finishes, furniture, etc.) in 
the physical environment producing approach and avoidance behaviors (Baker, 1987; 
Baker et al., 2002).  Although aesthetics can include non-visual components, the extent of 
this study focuses upon and is limited to the visual DFAD in the built retail environment 
because:  (a) vision is usually the first sensory connection the consumer makes with the 
store environment (Workman & Caldwell, 2007); (b) of an increasing interest in the 
visual components of store atmospherics through the introduction of experiential retailing 
and green design (Bloch et al., 2003); and (c) visual aesthetics are at the forefront of 
consumers awareness and therefore, influence the remaining sensory channels (Bloch, 
1995; Workman & Caldwell, 2007; Baker, 1987; Crilly et al., 2004)).  Additionally, 
Gross (1996) stated that ―…80% of external information reaches through our eyes…‖ 
giving emphasis to the dominant role of visual information and aesthetics (Gifford & NG, 
1982).  Previous research has revealed that when both visual and verbal information is 
presented, subjects will respond heavily to the visual input and may not even be aware of 
the verbal or non-visual information presented (Colavita, 1974). 
In Figure 2, the model illustrates relationships of consumers‘ visual aesthetic 
sensitivity and visual DFAD found in the store environment.   Store design aesthetics are 
planned to work as visual stimuli to evoke a positive response from consumers.  If 
consumers are aesthetically sensitive to pleasing environments, optically pleasing design 
aesthetics would stimulate consumers in a positive manner.  Those consumers having low 
levels of visual aesthetic sensitivity would not be as influenced by the visible store design 
aesthetics in such a way to significantly change their behavior.  
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Figure 2 Research Model with Proposed Hypotheses
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Hence, realizing the impact of store design aesthetics in combination with 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity, the following hypothesis proposes an effect of 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity upon evaluations of the visual DFAD of the retail 
environment.   
Hypothesis 1: 
Consumers with high visual aesthetic sensitivity will have significantly higher 
evaluations on high versus low store environments‘ aesthetic dimensions, whereas 
consumers‘ with low visual aesthetic sensitivity will not have any significant differences 
in evaluations on high versus low store environments‘ aesthetic dimensions. 
Hypothesis 2: 
Consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity as measured by aesthetic value, design acumen, 
and aesthetic response, will have an effect upon evaluations of the aesthetic dimensions 
of the store environment. 
 H2a High aesthetic value, compared to low aesthetic value, will have a greater 
effect upon evaluations of the store environments‘ aesthetic dimensions. 
 H2b    High design acumen, compared to low design acumen, will have a greater 
effect upon evaluations of the store environments‘ aesthetic dimensions. 
 H2c    High aesthetic response, compared to low aesthetic response, will have a 





Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity, Store Environment Visual Design Factors‟ 
Aesthetic Dimensions and Consumer Behavioral Intentions 
The final component of the research model reflects behavioral intentions of the 
consumer. Donovan and Rossiter (1982), in their study of the retail setting, identified 
approach behaviors as all positive actions directed toward an environment and negative 
behaviors as avoidance actions.  Common sense backed by empirical evidence suggests 
that consumers who have high visual aesthetic sensitivity will be more perceptive and 
responsive to visual DFAD (Bloch et al., 2003).  Donovan and Rossiter also pointed out 
that evaluation of the surrounding environment affected consumers‘ approach responses.  
If consumers are able to recognize and discern aesthetically pleasing environments and if 
such spaces are emotionally and cognitively satisfying, it would be logical to confer that 
consumers would be willing to engage with and purchase from an environment that 
positively supports their needs and wants. Based upon these assertions, the proposed 
model postulates approach responses reflective of the consumers‘ visual aesthetic 
sensitivity and visual DFAD in the built retail environment. 
Therefore: 
Hypothesis 3: 
The aesthetic dimensions within the store environment have an effect upon consumers‘ 
behavioral intentions. 
 H3a    A high aesthetic store, compared to a low aesthetic store, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services. 
 H3b  A high aesthetic store, compared to a low aesthetic store, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ desire to remain in the store. 
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Hypothesis 4: 
Consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity as measured by aesthetic value, design acumen, 
and aesthetic response has an effect upon consumers‘ behavioral intentions.         
 H4a1   High aesthetic value, compared to low aesthetic value, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services. 
 H4a2   High aesthetic value, compared to low aesthetic value, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ desire to remain in the store. 
 H4b1 High design acumen, compared to low design acumen, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services. 
 H4b2 High design acumen, compared to low design acumen, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ desire to remain in the store. 
 H4c1  High aesthetic response, compared to low aesthetic response, will have a 
greater effect upon respondents‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or 
services. 
 H4c2   High aesthetic response, compared to low aesthetic response, will have a 
greater effect upon respondents‘ desire to remain in the store. 
 
CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 This chapter has provided an overview of scholarly literature to support the 
conceptual foundations of this study.  The literature in the fields of psychology, 
marketing, and retailing was reviewed to determine the place of aesthetics within the 
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store environment literature.  Research has addressed the influence of environmental 
design aesthetics upon psychological and behavioral responses of consumers in retail 
stores (Bitner, 1992; Donovan & Rossiter, 1982; Greenland & McGoldrick, 1994). 
Currently, there is a lack of empirical evidence supporting the dimensions consumers use 
in evaluating the visual design aesthetics of environments and the interaction effects upon 
aesthetics, store environments, and consumer behavior (Botschen & Crowther, 2001).  
Additionally, researchers have given a significant amount of attention to the cognitive 
and affective reactions to retail stimuli, but have under-researched the obvious centrality 
of visual DFAD in environments and the manner in which consumers aesthetically 
interact with their environment (Bamossy et al., 1983; Bloch, 1995; Botschen & 
Crowther, 2001).  
To study the effects of aesthetic visual stimuli in store environments on consumer 
response, it is reasonable to view it as a holistic, interactive Gestalt process among the 
consumers‘ trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, store environment‘s visual DFAD, and the 
influence of such upon consumers‘ behavioral intentions. In essence, the environment 
and behavior cannot be understood in isolation, since they are intertwined components.  
Bloch et al. (2003) developed a measure for consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity 
identified as the centrality of visual product aesthetic.  The study viewed visual aesthetics 
as having both cognitive and affective components and identified the three dimensions of 
aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic response to identify the importance of 
aesthetics to the consumer. Determining consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity and 
applying such knowledge to store environments would enrich the store environment 
literature.  Baker (1987) identified design factors as visual stimuli within the store 
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environment. This division of visual and non-visual stimuli was also well established in 
the store environment literature and has been verified to be a successful method used in 
empirical studies (Baker, 1987; Baker et al., 2002; Turley & Milliman, 2000; Wakefield 
& Blodgett, 1994). 
Using the Baker framework as a starting point, the conceptualized relationship of 
visual aesthetic sensitivity and store environment visual DFAD in the proposed model 
and hypotheses have been presented to reflect a review of current literature.  The model 
merges findings from related disciplines to propose that the role of visual aesthetics can 
be examined using a conceptual framework that interconnects the individual aesthetic 
differences of consumers, the store environment, and consumer behavioral intentions.  
This study will: (a) examine the effect visual aesthetic sensitivity plays in consumers‘ 
aesthetic evaluations of both high and low aesthetic store environments; (b) ascertain the 
significance of both high and low visual DFAD within the store environment upon 
behavioral intentions; and (c) reveal if consumers‘ behavioral intentions vary by 

















 The primary objectives of the present study are: (a) to examine consumers‘ visual 
aesthetic sensitivity orientations; (b) to determine if a consumer‘s evaluation of and 
behavior toward store environments vary by the consumer‘s aesthetic sensitivity level; 
and (c) to determine whether consumer evaluations of the design factors‘ aesthetic 
dimensions (DFAD) of the built retail environment influence behavioral intentions.  
Based upon the stated objectives, the supporting research methods beginning with 
the research model and hypothesized relationships are presented.  The data collection, 
survey instrument, operationalization of the research variables, and stimuli are described 
next.  Finally, the sampling frame and data analyses are summarized. 
 
RESEARCH MODEL 
 The proposed research model illustrates the relationship of consumers‘ visual 
aesthetic sensitivity, visual aesthetic evaluation toward the store environment, and 
consumers‘ behavioral intentions (Figure 3).   Consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity is 
posited to affect evaluations of the DFAD in the built retail environment.  For example, if 
a consumer has low aesthetic sensitivity, DFAD of the store environment may have a 
limited affect upon the consumer‘s behavioral intentions in the environment. 
Consumer Trait:  Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity 
Bloch et al. (2003) viewed aesthetic sensitivity as a general consumer trait of 
consumers, not a preference or point of view towards a particular aesthetic style.  The 
measure of visual aesthetic sensitivity captures the general worth or value of visual
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  Figure 3 Research Model with Proposed Hypotheses   
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aesthetics to the consumer (Bloch et al., 2003).   The level of aesthetics (high DFAD 
versus low DFAD) within the store will be viewed through the consumer‘s aesthetic 
sensitivity.   As can be seen in the research model (Fig. 3), the consumers‘ visual 
aesthetic lens will affect evaluations of the aesthetic dimensions within the built retail 
environment and in return influence consumer behavioral intentions.  
Store Environment:  Visual Design Factors‟ Aesthetic Dimensions 
The construct of store environment used in this study, emphasizes the visual 
design aesthetic dimensions in the built retail environment.  Previous research has 
identified visual and non-visual features of the retail environment (Eroglu, Machleit, & 
Davis, 2001). Baker (1987) identified design factors as visual cues that reside at the 
forefront of consumer consciousness.  Design factors were also noted to have two 
dimensions:  aesthetic and functional.  The aesthetic dimension represents such 
components as color, architecture, and materials while the functional dimension includes 
space planning, signage, and comfort.  Therefore, this distinct separation between 
aesthetic and functional dimensions within the design factors of store environments 
substantiates an expected relationship and causal effect between the constructs of visual 
aesthetic sensitivity and the design factors‘ aesthetic dimension or DFAD within the built 
retail environment.  In other words, the consumer‘s visual aesthetic sensitivity is used to 
evaluate or interpret the visual features which are delivered through the aesthetic 
dimension within the store environment.   
Product Involvement 
 Involvement, most notably product involvement, has been defined as a lasting 
perception of the personal relevance of the product category based on the consumers‘ 
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values, needs, and interests (Zaichkowsky, 1985).  Past research has shown product 
involvement to influence consumers‘ purchase decisions (Celsi & Olson, 1988; Suh & 
Yi, 2006; Warrington & Shim, 2000).  Bloch, Daniel, and Ridgway (1986) stated that 
consumers with high product involvement perform continuing information search and 
have a tendency to be less price conscious.  With this increase in product knowledge, 
price, and experience, the relationship between the store environment and consumer 
behavior may be influenced by the consumers‘ product involvement.  The same could be 
said of the relationship between consumers‘ aesthetic sensitivity and consumer behavior.  
Therefore, this research acknowledges and takes into consideration the influence of 
product involvement as a covariate in the research model.   
Consumer Behavioral Intentions 
The final outcome in testing the research model is the response of consumers.  It 
is logical to assume that a consumer trait (i.e., visual aesthetic sensitivity) influences 
evaluations of the environments consumers engage in.  Additionally, visual aesthetic 
sensitivity and DFAD have an impact upon consumers‘ responses to the environment.  
Such responses can be positive in nature and influence consumers‘ disposition to pay 
more for product and/or services or increase consumers‘ desire to remain in the store 
(Andreu, et al., 2006; Donovan & Rossiter, 1982).  The research model graphically 
reflects the proposed influence of consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity and DFAD 
within the built retail environment upon consumers‘ behavioral intentions.  Though the 
model reflects partial mediation due to the store environment, the goal of the research is 
to assess which factors are contributing the most and least in the research model by 
comparing differences in the mean level across variables.  Therefore, instead of being 
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concerned with mediation, due to the general linear model, the effect size (determined by 
partial eta squared) will illuminate the proportion of variance of the dependent variable 
explained by the independent variable.  This research is concerned with effects; namely, 
consumers‘ aesthetic sensitivity upon aesthetic dimensions of the store environment and 
DFAD upon consumers‘ disposition to pay more or desire to remain in the store.   
Also, this approach explores the concentrated influence of consumer‘s aesthetic 
sensitivity upon consumer behavior without consideration of the store environment.  
Previous S-O-R models have been grounded in environmental determinism that 
postulates consumers‘ behaviors are governed by or at the mercy of the physical 
environment (Hoffman & Turley, 2002; Tai & Fung, 1997).  The focus of this research is 
to consider consumers‘ personal predispositions and to explore the unique dynamics that 
occur when consumers bring such tendencies to the retail environment. 
Hypothesized Relationships 
Hypothesis 1: 
Consumers with high visual aesthetic sensitivity will have significantly higher 
evaluations on high versus low store environments‘ aesthetic dimensions, whereas 
consumers‘ with low visual aesthetic sensitivity will not have any significant differences 
in evaluations on high versus low store environments‘ aesthetic dimensions. 
Hypothesis 2: 
Consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity as measured by aesthetic value, design acumen, 
and aesthetic response, will have an effect upon evaluations of the aesthetic dimensions 
of the store environment. 
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 H2a High aesthetic value, compared to low aesthetic value, will have a greater 
effect upon evaluations of the store environments‘ aesthetic dimensions. 
 H2b    High design acumen, compared to low design acumen, will have a greater 
effect upon evaluations of the store environments‘ aesthetic dimensions. 
 H2c    High aesthetic response, compared to low aesthetic response, will have a 
greater effect upon evaluations of the store environments‘ aesthetic dimensions. 
Hypothesis 3: 
The aesthetic dimensions within the store environment have an effect upon consumers‘ 
behavioral intentions. 
 H3a    A high aesthetic store, compared to a low aesthetic store, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services. 
 H3b  A high aesthetic store, compared to a low aesthetic store, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ desire to remain in the store. 
Hypothesis 4: 
Consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity as measured by aesthetic value, design acumen, 
and aesthetic response has an effect upon consumers‘ behavioral intentions.         
 H4a1   High aesthetic value, compared to low aesthetic value, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services. 
 H4a2   High aesthetic value, compared to low aesthetic value, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ desire to remain in the store. 
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 H4b1 High design acumen, compared to low design acumen, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services. 
 H4b2 High design acumen, compared to low design acumen, will have a greater 
effect upon respondents‘ desire to remain in the store. 
 H4c1  High aesthetic response, compared to low aesthetic response, will have a 
greater effect upon respondents‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or 
services. 
 H4c2   High aesthetic response, compared to low aesthetic response, will have a 
greater effect upon respondents‘ desire to remain in the store. 
 
RESEARCH DESIGN  
 This study follows traditional methods of survey design in which subjects viewed 
predetermined stimuli and then responded to a set of measurements selected during a 
review of literature.  Additionally, the research follows a similar structure as set out by 
Bloch et al.‘s (2003) research of aesthetic sensitivity as it pertained to product design.  To 
validate that the construct of visual aesthetic sensitivity was composed of aesthetic value, 
design acumen, and aesthetic response and to emulate Bloch et al.‘s study, an exploratory 
factor analysis (EFA) with VARIMAX rotation was conducted to determine if the revised 
measurements reflected the same factor loadings as in the original study. Specifically, 
VARIMAX rotation is an orthogonal rotation that produces a simpler structure by 
minimizing the complexity of the components making it as easy as possible to identify 
each variable with a single factor (Leech, Barrett, & Morgan, 2008). 
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For hypothesis one, two independent-samples t tests were conducted to determine 
if there was a statistically significant difference in the mean scores of the two consumer 
groups, high and low visual aesthetic sensitivity.  The statistical method tests the 
probability that the two sets of scores originated from the same population. 
In hypothesis two, a two way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated 
measures was performed.  Measurement of the independent variable consumers‘ visual 
aesthetic sensitivity consisted of three individual factors, specifically aesthetic value, 
design acumen, and aesthetic response.  The dependent variable was composed of the 
DFAD scores measured with each store picture.  Subjects viewed color pictures of two 
store environments for the same retail type (i.e. bookstores), one with low aesthetic 
dimensions and one with high aesthetic dimensions. Such approach highlighted the 
impact of the consumer trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, upon DFAD evaluations.   
Before the statistical method for hypotheses three and four was to be determined, 
a correlation analysis was conducted on the two dependent variables, disposition to pay 
more and desire to remain.  It was determined that a relationship existed between the two 
DVs.  Additionally, product involvement was considered as a covariate.  Therefore, the 
remaining hypotheses were conducted using multiple analysis of covariance 
(MANCOVA).   
As previously stated, hypothesis three was explored using MANCOVA taking 
into consideration product involvement as a covariate.  In this analysis, the independent 
variable was the DFAD scores with disposition to pay more and desire to remain as the 
dependent variables. Subjects were measured using the same scale upon both a high and 
low aesthetic store environment. 
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The final hypothesis was also investigated using MANCOVA with product 
involvement as the covariate.  As in hypothesis two, the independent variables with 
high/low levels were aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic response.  The 
dependent variables in hypothesis four were represented by disposition to pay more and 
desire to remain. Further discussion of each statistical method for this research is covered 
in the data analysis section of this chapter. 
Data Collection and Sampling Frame 
 For this study, data were collected from general consumers via e–Rewards
®
 
Marketing Research, an online survey provider. Five hundred participants were recruited 
from a diverse set of consumers during a one week period in Mid-August of 2009.   
Through an invitation only method, the survey instrument was self-administered and 
participants were able to complete the survey at their leisure within their home.  For their 
participation, subjects received reward currency that may be exchanged at participating 
retailers (―e-Rewards North American Consumer Panel‖, 2010).  The online survey 
method was economical in both time and response rate allowing results to be returned 
within forty-eight hours. Research has found that online surveys allow access to a larger 
and more diverse set of consumers and can be lower in cost (Cobanoglu, Warde, & 
Moreo, 2001). Furthermore, online surveys are able to reach active consumers for whom 
mail surveys are cumbersome and have been shown to have a persistent decline in the 
rate of response (Deutskens, Jong, Ruyter, & Wetzels, 2006).   
Survey Instrument 
 An online, self-administered survey (Appendix B) measured consumers‘ visual 
aesthetic sensitivity, aesthetic evaluations of the store environment, store environment 
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influence, the visual appeal of the store, and product involvement within the context of a 
bookstore.  The survey instrument was developed from a review of the store environment 
literature (Andreu et al., 2006; Bloch et al., 2003; Wakefield & Baker, 1998; 
Zaichkowsky, 1994). The survey items collected for the aesthetic dimensions of the retail 
environment were used by Wakefield and Baker (1998).  Behavioral intentions were 
identical to those used by Andreu et al. (2006).  Survey items for the independent 
variable aesthetic sensitivity (Bloch et al., 2003) were modified from the original to fit 
the setting and context of this study.  Table 1 illustrates the survey items by category with 
Cronbach alpha values.  The table also lists the revised visual aesthetic sensitivity items 
along with the original scale measurement items.  In addition, within the table, each 
construct is defined according to the literature review. 
 Section one, Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity, presented survey items concerned with 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity. Items were measured using a 5-point Likert scale 
anchored from 1 = Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree.  Section two of the survey 
instrument presented the first bookstore picture used as stimuli for the response 
questions. No store information was given concerning either retail store or the store 
environment; simultaneously, pictures were randomly sorted to prevent bias.  Section 
three contained items relative to the aesthetics used to define the DFAD of the store 
environment.  Section four‘s questions were concerning the store environment influence 
upon consumers‘ patronage intentions or behavior. A 5-point Likert scale indicated 
consumers‘ responses for both section three and four.   
The fifth section was concerned with the store‘s visual appeal and consumers‘ 
ranking of each store picture for manipulation purposes.  Items in section five were  
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Table 1 Survey Items by Category with Cronbach Alpha Values  
Section 1:  Visual Aesthetic Evaluations  





































Aesthetic Value (Bloch et al., 2003) 
“…the tendency for beautiful objects to be deemed „sacred‟ by consumers…” 
 
 Being associated with stores that have superior interior design makes me feel good 
about myself.   
      *Owning products that have superior designs makes me feel good   
        about myself.   
 I enjoy seeing store displays that have superior design. 
           *I enjoy seeing displays of products that have superior designs.  
 A store‘s interior design is a source of pleasure for me.   
           *A product‘s design is a source of pleasure for me.   
 Beautiful store interiors make our world a better place to live.          
           *Beautiful product designs make our world a better place to live.  
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Design Acumen (Bloch et al., 2003) 
“…an ability to recognize, categorize, and evaluate product designs…” 
 
 Being able to see subtle differences in store design is one skill that I have 
developed over time.     
           *Being able to see subtle differences in product designs is one skill  
             that I have developed over time.   
 I see things in a store‘s interior design that other people tend to pass over.     
           *I see things in a product‘s design that other people tend to pass  
             over.  
 I have the ability to imagine how the interior design of the store is similar to 
designs of other stores I already shop in.  
      *I have the ability to imagine how a product will fit in with designs of  
        other things I already own.     
 I have a pretty good idea of what makes one store look better than its competitors. 
      *I have a pretty good idea of what makes one product look better than  





Aesthetic Response (Bloch et al., 2003) 
“…initial reactions to design that [sic] are primarily emotional with cognitions 
following…” 
 
 Sometimes the way a store looks seems to reach out and grab me. 
           *Sometimes the way a product looks seems to reach out and grab  
              me. 
 If a store‘s interior design really ―speaks‖ to me, I feel that I must enter the store.   
           *If a product‘s design really ―speaks‖ to me, I feel that I must buy it.   
 When I see a store that has a really great interior design, I feel a strong urge to 
enter the store.      
           *When I see a product that has a really great design, I feel a strong  










Table 1 Continues  
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Table 1 Continued   
Section 3 & 7:  Store Environment Aesthetics (DFAD)   
Design Factors Aesthetic Dimensions (Wakefield & Baker, 1998) 
“…related to the more visual design factors (e.g.  interior design & décor)…” 
 
The store‘s architecture gives it an attractive character. 
This store is decorated in an attractive fashion. 
The interior wall and floor color schemes are attractive. 














Disposition to Pay More (Andreu et al., 2006) 
Behavioral intention influenced by the retail setting 
 
Continue to use this shopping area even if prices increase 




Desire to Stay (Wakefield & Baker, 1998) 
“…component of approach behavior, a commonly-investigated response variable in 
environmental psychology…” 
 
I enjoy spending time at this facility. 




Section 10:  Product Involvement Influence 
Covariate Product Involvement (Zaichkowsky, 1994) 
“A person‟s perceived relevance of the [product] based on inherent needs, values, and 
interests.” 
 
To me a book is: 
1. important 
 















__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
unexciting* 
5. means nothing 
 
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
means a lot to me* 
6. appealing 
 















__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
uninvolving* 
10. not needed 
 








measured using a summated rating scale, with 1 being highly visually unappealing to 5 
highly visually appealing. Section six presented the second bookstore picture with 
sections seven through nine replicating the same questions for store environment 
aesthetics, store environment influence, and visual appeal of the bookstore environment.  
Section ten contained a semantic differential scale garnered from a review of literature to 
determine consumers‘ product involvement (Zaichkowsky, 1994).  Two bipolar 
adjectives (e.g. important, unimportant; boring, interesting) were placed at opposite ends 
of the scale in which the respondents were asked to give a rating by placing a mark in the 
appropriate position on the continuous line. Participants responded to sections three, four, 
and five for image one and repeated the same series of questions in sections seven, eight, 
and nine for image two.  The final component of the survey collected demographic 
information including gender, race, marital status, age, education, and income. 
Stimuli 
 Bookstore pictures, generated by Google SketchUp, were selected as the stimuli 
for this study because a bookstore is a common environment familiar to the general 
consumer (Clawson, 2009).  Google SketchUp is a freely downloadable 3D modeling 
program that is able to produce three dimension illustrations of any type of object.  
Models can be built from scratch or designers can download models through Google 3D 
Warehouse, a worldwide storehouse of models (―Google sketchup 7‖, n.d.).  The 
composition of the pictures were similar in the following ways:  overall arrangement of 
store space, placement of store fixtures, equal distribution of ceiling, wall, and floor 
space within the picture, and image size.  It was critical to have similar presentation of 
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the pictures to isolate the effect of aesthetic components such as, furniture or color 
scheme, from functional aspects such as, shelving height or signage.   
To confirm the two store stimuli‘s aesthetic level, a pretest of the store pictures 
only was conducted in which experts and senior students within the field of interior 
design were recruited to view the two Google SketchUp bookstore store images and 
respond to a formal aesthetic survey grounded in the Gestalt theory of perception (Kopec, 
2006) (see Appendix A).  According to formal aesthetics, beauty is measured by four 
main components:  dimensions (shape, proportion, scale, novelty, illumination), 
enclosure (spaciousness, density, mystery), complexity (visual richness, diversity, 
information rate of environmental stimuli), and order (unity, clarity) (Kopec, 2006).  
Each category was ranked 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest.    Out 
of fifteen surveys mailed, nine were completed and returned. When using pretesting in 
the initial stages of developing a stimuli or a survey instrument, as few as six to ten 
pretest participants can produce results that identify problems with components of the 
survey (Bernard, 2006; Dillman, 2000; Fowler, 1992). To further validate the pictorial 
images, a pilot test was conducted and is discussed in the following section. 
  Results of the pretest revealed mean scores for the high aesthetic store 
environment at 4.3 and 3.3 for the low aesthetic store environment, confirming that the 
store pictures were appropriately designed to reflect a high and low aesthetic store 
environment. 
Pilot Study 
A pilot test was carried out using e–Rewards
® 
Marketing Research to collect 
preliminary information of the survey items and stimuli.  The goal of a pilot study is to 
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conduct a trial run of the final research allowing modification to the survey instrument, 
collection method, sample size, and to determine length of time, etc. (Touliatos & 
Compton, 1992).   Sample size for a pilot study is usually small, ranging from 10 to 100, 
and administered to participants similar to those being sampled in the main study 
(Bradburn, Sudman, & Wansink, 2004; Dillman, 2000; Patten, 2005).  In particular, if the 
survey is self-administered, it is important that respondents are not aware that they are 
participating in a pilot study to fully simulate the main study process.  Feedback can be 
solicited through open ended questions or a comment section (Bradburn et al., 2004)   
For this research, a sample of 50 subjects was collected.  The pilot test was 
conducted in early August of 2009 and completed within 24 hours.  The mean score for 
the consumer trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, was 3.5 which was equivalent to Bloch et 
al.‘s (2003) CVPA mean score of 3.45.  The high aesthetic bookstore image mean score 
for the sample was 3.7 and the mean score for the low aesthetic bookstore picture was 
3.3.  Though the high aesthetic environment received a slightly lower score from general 
consumers (M = 3.7) when compared to interior design professionals (M= 4.3), research 
has determined that design professionals‘ preferences differ from laypersons precipitated 
by education and experience increasing levels of sensitivity and awareness of the physical 
environment (Brown & Gifford, 2001; Gifford, Hine, Muller-Clemm, Shaw, 2002; 
Hershberger, 1969; Nasar, 1989).  Bookstore image scores of the design professionals 
show a larger spread (high = 4.3 vs. low = 3.3) reflecting a concentrated level of critical 
analysis and distinct separation of the aesthetic levels of the two environments.   
Furthermore, participant demographics were diverse.  Of the 50 subjects, 24 were 
males and 26 were females.  All response levels were represented in marital status, level 
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of education, and household income.  Though a large portion of the sample identified 
themselves as Caucasian, respondents ages ranged from 19 to 79.  Finally, all comments 
received were positive and aligned with expectations. 
 
DATA ANALYSIS 
 Data was entered using the SPSS version 16.0 software for analysis.  Initial 
review of descriptive statistics involved the frequencies and percentages, means and 
standard deviations. Frequencies and percentages were also conducted for categorical 
data.  Frequency reflects the overall amount of participants that fit into a definite 
category.  The percent of the samples that correspond with that category are reflected as 
percentages.  Interval/ratio data were reflected through means and standard deviation 
scores.  Means of variables are defined as the average of set of numbers.  The average is 
determined by adding all the sum of scores and dividing by the number of scores. 
Statistical dispersion is noted through standard deviation which measures the spread of 
values in a set of data.  Howell (1992) noted that if the data points are positioned densely 
around the mean, then the standard deviation is close to zero and reflects little deviation 
from the norm. 
Exploratory Factor Analysis 
 An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with VARIMAX rotation was conducted on 
the survey items associated with the consumer trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, to 
produce a three factor solution that closely matches the three variables that were analyzed 
in the following research problems.  Additionally, the EFA was performed to determine if 
the factor loadings would be similar to Bloch et al‘s (2003) research in which aesthetic 
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value, design acumen, and aesthetic response where applied to visual product aesthetics. 
EFA is a variable reduction method that reveals the underlying structure of a large group 
of variables (Leech et al., 2008).  Researchers are able to investigate the relationships 
among variables as revealed by an EFA with VARIMAX rotation.  As previously stated, 
VARIMAX rotation is an orthogonal rotation that produces a simpler structure by 
minimizing the complexity of the components making it as easy as possible to identify 
each variable with a single factor (Leech et al., 2008).  This type of analysis is most 
commonly used when an underlying construct is suspected.  In this analysis, three 
constructs are suspected:  1) aesthetic value; 2) design acumen; and 3) aesthetic response.  
To conduct this analysis, all items from the visual aesthetic sensitivity section of the 
survey are entered as factors in to the factor analysis and high loadings of clustered items 
will define the three separate constructs. 
 Because survey items for products were reworded to fit a store environment 
setting, an EFA was performed to determine if changes to the survey items would 
dramatically alter factor loadings as compared to Bloch et al.‘s (2003) study.  Results of 
the EFA were aligned with the original study.  If a significantly different structure or 
model had resulted, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) would have been pursued to 
examine alternative factor structures or models. 
Hypothesis One 
 Using independent-samples t tests, differences in group means of consumers with 
high visual aesthetic sensitivity compared to those with low visual aesthetic sensitivity in 
their evaluations of high DFAD versus low DFAD store environments was assessed.  The 
goal was to determine if the means of the two samples differed significantly from each 
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other through the use of a two-tailed test. In the independent-samples t test, the samples 
share a common variable and group membership is distinct.  The two-tailed test 
specifically reveals whether the mean of one group differs significantly from the mean of 
the opposing group.  
Hypothesis Two 
To examine hypotheses 2a-2c, three factorial analysis of variances (ANOVA) 
with repeated measures were employed to test for significant differences in evaluations of 
high versus low aesthetic dimensions (i.e. DFAD) due to the consumer trait, visual 
aesthetic sensitivity (i.e. aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic response).  The 
independent variable was the consumer trait (high/low aesthetic value, design acumen, 
and aesthetic response) and dependent variable was captured through the DFAD scores of 
the high/low bookstore environments. 
A factorial repeated measures ANOVA was considered appropriate when 
measuring the dependent variable twice while testing for main effects for the independent 
variable, and to determine if the interaction between the two variables is significant 
(Brace, Kemp & Snelgar, 2006; Pallant, 2007).  ANOVA uses the F test ―which is the 
ratio of two independent variance estimates of the same population variance‖ (Pagano, 
1990, p. 329). The F test is an overall comparison on whether group means differ.  If the 
obtained F is larger than the critical F, the null hypothesis is rejected.   
Several general assumptions apply to parametric techniques such as the factorial 
repeated measures ANOVA.  Basic ANOVA assumptions that must be met include 
dependent variables measured on a continuous scale, random sampling from the 
population, independence of observations, samples taken from a normally distributed 
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population and homogeneity of variance/covariance matrices (Pallant, 2007).   In this 
research, all dependent variables were assessed using a 5-point Likert scale, and a 
random sample was collected through e–Rewards
® 
Marketing Research.  The 
Kolmogorove Smirnov test was used to assess normality and the Levene‘s test was 
utilized to determined equality of variances (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).   
Repeated measures designs also necessitate two additional tests:  sphericity and 
homogeneity of inter-correlations.  The test for sphericity requires that the variance of the 
population difference scores for any two conditions should be equal to the variance of the 
population difference scores for any other two conditions (Pallant, 2007).  The 
Mauchley‘s Test of Sphericity was used to assess this assumption. Homogeneity of inter-
correlations states that the pattern of inter-correlations across the levels of the within-
subjects or repeated measures factor should be the same from level to level of the 
between-subjects variable.  This assumption was tested using Box‘s M (Leech et al., 
2008). 
The results of a factorial ANOVA presents findings for the main effect and 
evaluates the overall differences by the consumer trait and also separately by the DFAD 
scores. The interaction of the consumer trait by DFAD scores assesses if differences exist 
between consumer trait and store environment evaluations simultaneously. In other 
words, the analyses tests whether there was variation in the DFAD scores due to the two 
bookstore images; as well as, comparing the two consumer groups in terms of their effect 
upon aesthetic dimensions scores (main effect for group).   Finally, the interaction effect 
conveys the change in DFAD scores across the two bookstore pictures for the two 
consumer groups. 
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To begin the analysis, a median split was conducted on the independent variables 
(i.e. aesthetic value, design acumen, aesthetic response) to divide each sample into 
high/low groups.  Then in hypothesis 2a, the independent variable was consumers‘ 
aesthetic value (low vs. high), and the dependent variable was DFAD scores of the store 
environment. For hypotheses 2b and 2c, the dependent variable remained the same with 
the independent variable changing to design acumen (low vs. high) for H2b and aesthetic 
response (low vs. high) for H2c. 
Correlation Analysis   
Preliminary analysis was conducted on the two dependent variables disposition to 
pay more for products and/or services and desire to remain in store to assess their 
relationship. Pearson product moment correlation is the appropriate statistical measure 
when the research purposes are focused upon understanding if relationships exist among 
two continuous variables and in determining the strength and linear direction of the 
relationship (Pagano, 1990). The value of the correlation coefficient will vary from 0 (no 
relationship) to +1 (perfect positive linear relationship) or -1 (perfect negative linear 
relationship). Positive coefficients indicate a direct relationship, as one variable increases, 
so too does the other.  Negative correlation coefficients indicate an inverse relationship, 
in that as one variable increases, the other decreases. Cohen‘s standard was used to 
evaluate the correlation coefficient effect and are as follows:  1) small:  r = .10 to .29; 2) 
medium:  r = .30 to .49; and 3) large:  r = .5 to 1.0 (Cohen, 1992a).   
Assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity were assessed through 
preliminary analyses and no violations were found.  The variables were found to be 
moderately correlated, r =.54, n = 500, p < .000, indicating that consumers that have a 
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high desire to remain in the store may also have a higher disposition to pay more (Table 
2). Based upon this analysis, MANCOVA was conducted for research hypotheses three 
and four. 
Hypothesis Three 
A multivariate analyses of covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted to assess 
whether or not differences existed on two dependent variables, disposition to pay more 
and desire to remain, by DFAD scores (high vs. low) taken upon the bookstore pictures.  
The analysis is considered appropriate when there are two dependent variables 
(disposition to pay more for products and/or services and desire to remain in store) that 
are moderately correlated.  In addition, product involvement (Importance, Interest, 
Relevance, Excitement, Meaning, Appeal, Interest, Worth, Involvement, and Need) was 
entered as covariates. Bloch et al. (2003) suggested the exploration of product 
involvement as a covariate to determine if high aesthetic sensitivity induces or increases 
high product involvement. 
  
Table 2 Correlation:  Disposition to Pay More/Desire to Remain  




Disposition to Pay 
More Total 









Desire to Remain 
Total 













Mertler & Vannatt (2002) state that MANCOVA is a test that establishes whether 
there are ―statistically significant mean differences among groups after adjusting the 
newly created dependent variable (a linear combination of the dependent variables) for 
differences of one or more covariates‖ (p. 137).  By incorporating the covariate into the 
analysis, the purpose is to partial out the effect of product involvement on the dependent 
variables.  In this way it can be determined if the effect is strictly due to the covariate or 
if the differences are independent of the effects of that covariate (Urdan, 2005).  Using 
MANCOVA, statistically significant mean differences in the dependent variables 
(disposition to pay more/desire to remain) produced by the independent variable (DFAD 
scores) was examined.  The test statistic, Wilk‘s Lambda, was used to test for 
significance and post hoc analysis consisted of ANCOVA‘s which were conducted on the 
dependent and independent variables.  
 Despite the fact that numerous tests using ANCOVA‘s could be executed to 
analyze the same variables, the use of multiple ANCOVA does inflate the Type 1 error 
rate.  Using MANCOVA helps limit the effect of that inflation.  As with ANCOVA, the 
two assumptions of homogeneity of variance and normality were assessed. Leven‘s test 
assessed equal variances of both groups or homogeneity of variance and the Kolmogorov 
Smirnov test checked for normality.  The multivariate equivalent to homogeneity of 
variance, homogeneity of covariance matrices, was tested using Box‘s M Test (Leech et 
al., 2005).   
Hypothesis Four 
To examine hypothesis four, three multivariate analyses of covariance 
(MANCOVA) were conducted. As stated previously, a MANCOVA was appropriate 
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when measuring and two or more dependent variables are included. As in hypothesis two, 
product involvement (Importance, Interest, Relevance, Excitement, Meaning, Appeal, 
Interest, Worth, Involvement, and Need) was again entered as covariates.  
In all of the sub-hypotheses, the dependent variables were disposition to pay more 
and desire to remain in the store with the covariate, product involvement. Changes to the 
sub-hypotheses are reflected in the consumer trait variable, visual aesthetic sensitivity.  
Therefore, for hypotheses 4a1 through 4c2, the independent variable was dichotomized 
into high versus low and was as follows:  H4a1-2) aesthetic value; H4b1-2) design acumen; 
and H4c1-2) aesthetic response. 
Manipulation Check 
 A one – sample t test was conducted to determine if consumers viewed the high 
/low store environments as planned. This test was conducted to test the mean scores of a 
sample against a hypothesized mean helping to know the mean differences between the 
two samples (Leech et al., 2008).  Descriptive statistics were also used to describe 
participant‘s responses to the manipulation variable bookstore picture (high vs. low). 
Frequencies and percentages have been provided to show how the participants rated the 
visual appeal categories (highly visually unappealing, visually unappealing, neutral, 
visually appealing, and highly visually appealing) for each stimulus bookstore image.         
Sample Size, Power and Significance 
Prior to beginning research, it is important to ascertain the sample size that is 
essential for proper statistical analysis.  Considerations of power, population effect size, 
and level of significance must all be considered and established to form a solid base for 
the concluding analysis (Cohen, 1992b).  In fact, Cohen (1992b) states, 
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Statistical power analysis exploits the relationships among the four variables 
involved in statistical inference: sample size (N), significance criterion (ft), 
population effect size (ES), and statistical power. For any statistical model, these 
relationships are such that each is a function of the other three. For example, in 
power reviews, for any given statistical test, we can determine power for given a, 
N, and ES. For research planning, however, it is most useful to determine the N 
necessary to have a specified power for given a and ES (p. 99). 
Of great value is the consideration of the probability of committing a Type I error, 
or in other words, identifying the acceptable significance level for determining when to 
reject the null hypothesis.  Standard significance levels are denoted by an α value of .10, 
.05, and .01 (Aczel & Sounderpandian, 2006). When the null hypothesis is true, an   = 
.05 corresponds to (1 -  ) = 0.95 probability reflecting correct statistical conclusion and 
is equivalent to a 95% confidence level to reject the null hypothesis (Aczel & 
Sounderpandian, 2006; Lipsey, 1990).  The level   = .05, the most commonly designated 
value in research, will be used for the analysis of this research (Lipsey, 1990).  
The probability of rejecting a null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is false is 
considered in the power of significance test.  This research accepts a common power of 
.80 as the benchmark which makes the Type II error four times as likely as the Type I 
error.  To avoid making this grave error of making a false positive claim, .80 was an 
acceptable level for determining sample size (Cohen, 1992a). 
Effect sizes for ANOVA range between small at .10, medium at .25, and large at 
.40 (Cohen, 1992a).  Researchers determine how small of a difference they are willing to 
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accept while still producing meaningful results.  For this particular study, a medium 
effects size was determined appropriate and was used in determining the sample size.  
Additionally, the study used a variety of analyses, including exploratory factor 
analysis, ANOVA, and MANCOVA.  Exploratory factor analysis has the most rigorous 
sample size requirement, which Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) suggest is 200 participants.  
Such a requirement was met and exceeded by the final 500 usable responses collected. 
 
CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 The research methods employed to explore the relationship between the consumer 
trait, aesthetic sensitivity, the DFAD of a store environment, and consumer behavior have 
been presented in this chapter.  A review of the research model and the hypothesized 
relationships was presented followed be a detailed explanation of the research design.  
The research design highlights the data collection process, development of the survey 
instrument through literature review and modification to suit the intended research, 
stimuli development, and sampling frame.  The chapter concludes with a detailed 
presentation of statistical methods used for each of the proposed hypotheses and 











DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 The following chapter describes the data analyses methods used to test the 
hypotheses previously highlighted in Chapter III and presents the findings of the main 
data collected.  A review of the sample demographics followed by a summary of the 
manipulation variable is put forward.  Next, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) results 
illuminate the theoretical structure of consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity to determine 
if similar factor loadings occur with revised survey items. To test hypothesis one, two, 
and four, consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity is dichotomized.  Using an independent-
samples t test, hypothesis one presents results of the mean scores for each group.  For 
hypothesis two, a series of repeated measured analysis of variances (ANOVA) are 
performed.  The remaining hypotheses are analyzed using multivariate analysis of 
covariance (MANCOVA) in which product involvement is considered a covariate.   
Demographics 
Five hundred individuals participated in the survey, and of these, 280 (56%) were 
female and 220 (44%) were male. For age, the minimum age was 18 and the maximum 
was 80 (M = 45.60, SD = 16.05); results are presented in Table 3. Three-hundred and 
seventy-eight (75.6%) participants were Caucasian, 55 (11%) were African American, 36 
(7.2%) were Hispanic, 23 (4.6%) were Asian or Pacific Islander, six (1.2%) were Native  
 
Table 3 Means and Standard Deviations on Participant Age  
 
Variable  N Minimum Maximum M SD 
      
Age  500 18 80 45.60 16.047 
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American and two (0.4%) classified themselves as other.  For marital status, 245 (49%) 
were married, 148 (29.6%) were single/never married, 51 (10.2%) were divorced, 35 
(7%) were living in a marriage-like relationship, 14 (2.8%) were widowed and seven 
(1.4%) were separated.  For education level, 152 (30.4%) completed a Bachelor‘s degree;  
138 (27.6%) completed some college; 89 (17.8%) completed a graduate degree; 58 
(11.6%) classified themselves as high school graduate or less; 56 (11.2%) completed an 
Associate‘s degree/technical school; and seven (1.4%) classified themselves as other.  
For total household income level, 134 (26.8%) reported less than $30,000; 120 (24.0%) 
reported an income between$ 30,000 and $49,999; 97 (19.4%) reported income between 
$50,000 and $69,999; 62 (12.4%) reported income between $70,000 and $89,999; 37 
(7.4%) reported income between $90,000 and $109,999; 19 (3.8%) reported income 
between $110,000 and $129,999; 12 (2.4%) reported income between $130,000 and 
$149,999 and 19 (3.8%) reported income level above $150,000. Frequencies and 
percentages of demographic characteristics are presented in Table 4.  
Manipulation Variable 
It was important for this research to establish that participants‘ ratings of the two 
store environments were different.   A one-sample t test was conducted to compare high 
aesthetic and low aesthetic bookstore picture evaluations.   Participants were asked to rate 
the visual appeal of the store in photo 1 (denoted by interior design specialists as high in 
visual aesthetics) and photo 2 (denoted by interior design specialists as low in visual 
aesthetics). There was significant difference in evaluations for the high aesthetic store, t 
(499) = 70.40, p = .001, (M = 3.74), and the low aesthetic store, t (499) = 63.14, p = .001, 
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Table 4 Demographic Characteristics of Participants (N = 500) 
 





African American/Black   55 11.0 
Caucasian/ White   378 75.6 
Native American   6 1.2 
Asian or Pacific Islander   23 4.6 
Hispanic   36 7.2 
Other    2 .4 
Marital Status   
Married   245 49.0 
Living in a marriage-like relationship    35 7.0 
Widowed   14 2.8 
Separated   7 1.4 
Divorced   51 10.2 
Single/never married   148 29.6 
Highest Education Level   
High School graduate or less 58 11.6 
Associate‘s Degree (community college, technical school) 56 11.2 
Some college 138 27.6 
Bachelor‘s Degree 152 30.4 
Graduate Degree (Master‘s or Doctoral) 89 17.8 
Other  7 1.4 
 
Total Household Income   
Less than $30,000   134 26.8 
$30,000-49,999   120 7.0 
$50,000-69,999   97 2.8 
$70,000-89,999   62 1.4 
$90,000-109,999   37 10.2 
$110,000-129,999   19 29.6 
$130,000-149,999   12 2.4 




(M = 3.62). 
Additionally, descriptive statistics revealed differences for each of the images.  
For picture 1, the majority (N = 248, 49.6%) rated the picture as visually appealing.  For 
picture 2, the majority (N = 198, 39.6%) rated the picture as visually appealing; 
frequencies and percents are provided in Table 5.   Though the store environment photos 
were both seen as visually appealing, the high aesthetic store environment received a 
larger total rating above neutral (75.2%) than the low aesthetic store (55.6%).   
The intent of the research was to recognize that very few retailers intentionally 
produce an unattractive or displeasing store environment, but might have a susceptibility 
to overlook the importance that the DFAD of the store environment plays upon the 
consumer and in the process produce store environments with low appeal or aesthetics.  
Therefore recognizing this reality, the research was more aligned with real world 
scenarios and situations when both store photos were recognized as having some positive 
level of visual appeal. 
Exploratory Factor Analysis 
An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with VARIMAX rotation was conducted to 
assess the underlying structure for the eleven items in the Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity 
section of the Visual Aesthetic Survey (Appendix B).  Having adjusted the measurement 
items originally used for product aesthetics by Bloch et al. (2003) to fit a store 
environment, the exploratory factor analysis was conducted to determine if the factors 
loaded in a similar manner.  The assumptions of independent sampling, normality, and 
linearity were met.  The survey items were designed to index three constructs, design 
acumen, aesthetic response, and aesthetic value. A 3-factor solution was requested; after  
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Table 5 Frequencies and Percents for Visual Appeal of High  
and Low Aesthetic Bookstore Pictures 
 
 Picture 1 Picture 1 
 High Visual Appeal Low Visual Appeal 
Visual Appeal Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
     
Highly Visually Unappealing 42 8.4 39 7.8 
Visually Unappealing 50 10.0 99 19.8 
Neutral 32 6.4 84 16.8 
Visually Appealing 248 49.6 198 39.6 
Highly Visually Appealing 
 
128 25.6 80 16.0 
     
Total Visual Appeal above 
Neutral 















rotation, the first factor accounted for 21.87%, the second factor accounted for 21.13% 
and the third factor accounted for 13.74% of the variance in the data. The items and 
factor loadings for the rotated factors are presented in Table 6. 
To determine which questions load on a factor, the cutoff of .258 was chosen 
(twice the significant correlation of a sample of 400 at the .01 level).  All loadings were 
above the absolute value of the cutoff.  When the question loading magnitude was much 
greater on one factor over another, the question was identified loading just on that factor.  
The items that loaded together are presented in bold text. Items that loaded on factor 1 are 
associated with the construct design acumen, items that loaded on factor 2 are associated 
with aesthetic response, and items that loaded on factor 3 are associated with aesthetic 
value. Communality values are also presented in Table 6. All values are greater than 0.40, 
and considered to have good communality for the factor model (Stevens, 2002).  
 All items loaded comparatively to the Bloch et al. research except for ―I enjoy 
seeing store displays that have superior design‖ which aligned with aesthetic response.  
The original item stated ―I enjoy seeing displays of products that have superior designs‖ 
(Bloch et al., 2003, p. 556) and was associated with aesthetic value.   
Consumer Trait:  Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity 
An overall visual aesthetic sensitivity score was calculated for each participant.  
The mean visual aesthetic sensitivity score for this sample was 3.46 (SD = 0.61); see 
Table 7.  A similar CVPA score of 3.45 (SD = .469) was obtained in Bloch et al.‘s (2003) 
research.  To test the hypotheses, the independent variables (i.e. aesthetic value, design 
acumen, aesthetic response) were dichotomized by a median split into two groups (high 
vs. low) by aesthetic sensitivity.  High aesthetic sensitive consumers were those above  
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Being able to see subtle differences in 
store design is one skill that I have 
developed over time.  
.721   .538 
I have the ability to imagine how the 
interior design of the store is similar to 
designs of other stores I already shop in.  
.698   .486 
I see things in a store‘s interior design 
that other people tend to pass over.  
.695   .458 
I have a pretty good idea of what makes 
one store look better than its competitors.  













When I see a store that has a really great 
interior design, I feel a strong urge to 
enter the store. 
  .772   .598 
Sometimes the way a store looks seems 
to reach out and grab me.  
  .673  .474 
If a store‘s interior design really 
―speaks‖ to me, I feel that I must enter 
the store. 
.315 .617  .506 
I enjoy seeing store displays that have 
superior design.  










Beautiful store interiors make our world 
a better place to live.  
    .743 .419 
Being associated with stores that have 
superior interior design makes me feel 
good about myself. 
    .542 .407 
A store‘s interior design is a source of 
pleasure for me. 
.353 .426 .517 .514 
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Table 7 Means and Standard Deviations of Consumers’ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity  
Variable N Minimum Maximum M SD 
      






















the median and participants‘ scores below the median represented persons with low 
aesthetic sensitivity. 
Hypothesis One 
Hypothesis 1:  Consumers’ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity – DFAD Evaluations 
 Two independent samples t tests were used to test the differences of high and low 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity on high and low DFAD evaluations.  For 
consumers with low visual aesthetic sensitivity, a significant difference was revealed 
between high DFAD evaluations (M = 3.9, SD = .69) and low DFAD evaluations (M = 
3.5, SD = .90), t (374) = 4.51, p = .001 (two-tailed), D = .47. There was also a significant 
difference in scores for consumers‘ with high visual aesthetic sensitivity for high DFAD 
evaluations (M = 4.2, SD = .63) and low DFAD evaluations (M =3.7, SD = .95), t (544) = 
7.72, p = .001 (two-tailed), D = .66. Because consumers with low visual aesthetic 
sensitivity also revealed a significant difference between high and low store environment 
DFAD evaluations, hypothesis one is partially supported.   
Although the magnitude of difference between consumers with low visual 
aesthetic sensitivity was smaller than that of consumers with high visual aesthetic 
sensitivity, the differences were still significant.  Also, one can see that the effect size 
(Cohen‘s D) was nearly 33% larger for consumers with high visual aesthetic sensitivity.   
Hypotheses Two (a, b, & c) 
Hypothesis 2a:  Consumers’ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity – Aesthetic Value and Store 
Environment 
To examine hypotheses 2a, a factorial ANOVA with between subject‘s factors 
was conducted to assess if there were differences on visual design aesthetic evaluations 
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of the store environment by consumers‘ aesthetic value (high vs. low). Box‘s Test of 
equality of covariance matrices was not significant suggesting the assumption of 
covariance was not violated.  The assumption of sphericity was violated and the 
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied. 
Results indicated a significant main effect of visual DFAD of the store 
environment, Wilk‘s Λ, F (1, 415) = 83.60, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .168, suggesting that 
high visual DFAD had a larger mean (M = 4.06, SD = 0.69) than low DFAD (M = 3.61, 
SD = 0.94). The interaction term between store environment DFAD and consumers‘ 
aesthetic value was not significant, Wilk‘s Λ, F (1, 415) =.086, p = .770, partial η
2
 = 
.001.  For the between subject‘s effects, results were significant, F (1, 415) = 24.19, p = 
.001, partial η
2
 = .055, suggesting consumers with high aesthetic value (M = 4.00, SD = 
0.65) have a larger mean than consumers with a low aesthetic value (M = 3.69, SD = 
0.63). Therefore, hypothesis 2a is supported.   
Between subjects main effect was supported and reflected the influence of the 
DFAD of the store environment upon aesthetic evaluations. The within subject effect 
revealed that consumers with high aesthetic value have higher evaluations of DFAD in 
both the high aesthetic and low aesthetic store environments when compared to 
consumers with low aesthetic value.  Statistical outcomes of the ANOVA are presented in 
Table 8 and means and standard deviations are presented in Table 9.  
Hypothesis 2b:  Consumers’ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity – Design Acumen and Store 
Environment 
To examine hypotheses 2b, a factorial ANOVA with between subject‘s factors 
was conducted to assess if there were differences on DFAD evaluations of the store  
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Table 8 Factorial ANOVA - Store Environment DFAD Evaluations by Aesthetic Value 
(High vs. Low) 
 
Source df F Sig. η
2
 Power  
Within-Subjects 
Store Environment DFAD Evaluations 1 83.596 .001 .168 .99  
Store Env. DFAD Evaluations * Aesthetic Value 1 .086 .770 .000 .060  
Error 415 (.492)     
Between-Subjects 
Aesthetic Value 1 24.185 .001 .055 .998  
Error 415 (.810)     
Note. Values in parentheses represent mean square error 
 
 
Table 9 Means and Standard Deviations for High and Low DFAD Store Environment 










Consumer Trait M SD M SD 
Row 
Means 
      
High Aesthetic 
Value 
4.23 0.68 3.77 0.97 4.00 
Low Aesthetic 
Value 
3.91 0.66 3.48 0.88 3.69 
Column Means 








environment by consumers‘ design acumen (high vs. low). Box‘s Test of equality of 
covariance matrices was not significant suggesting the assumption of covariance was not 
violated.   Mauchly‘s test of sphericity was violated; therefore, the Greenhouse-Geisser 
correction was applied. 
Results indicated a significant main effect of store environment DFAD 
evaluations, Wilk‘s Λ, F (1, 425) =84.79, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .166, suggesting that high 
visual DFAD had a larger mean (M = 4.07, SD = 0.69) than low visual DFAD (M = 3.61, 
SD = 0.94). The interaction term between DFAD evaluations and consumers‘ design 
acumen was not significant, Wilk‘s Λ, F (1, 425) =.552, p = .458, partial η
2
 = .001.  For 
the between subject‘s effects, results were significant, F (1, 425) = 15.548, p = .001, 
partial η
2
 = .035, suggesting consumers with high design acumen (M = 3.84, SD = 0.65) 
had a larger mean than consumers with low design acumen (M = 3.80, SD = 0.63). 
Results of the ANOVA are presented in Table 10 and means and standard deviations are 
presented in Table 11. 
Hypothesis 2c:  Consumers’ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity – Aesthetic response and Store 
Environment 
To examine hypotheses 2c, a factorial ANOVA with between subject‘s factors 
was conducted to assess if there were differences on store environment DFAD 
evaluations by consumers‘ aesthetic response (high vs. low). Box‘s Test of equality of 
covariance matrices was not significant suggesting the assumption of covariance was not 
violated.  Mauchly‘s test, the assumption of sphericity, was violated and the Greenhouse-
Geisser correction was applied. 
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Table 10 Factorial ANOVA - Store Environment DFAD Evaluations by Design 
Acumen (High vs. Low) 
 




Store Environment DFAD Evaluations 1 84.79 .001 .166 
Store Env. DFAD Evaluations * Design Acumen 1 .552 .458 .001 
Error 5 (.521)   
Between-Subjects 
Design Acumen 1 15.548 .001 .035 
Error 425 (.813)  





Table 11 Means and Standard Deviations for High and Low DFAD Store 










Consumer Trait M SD M SD 
Row 
Means 
      
High Design 
Acumen 
4.19 0.67 3.70 0.96 3.94 
Low Design 
Acumen 
3.91 0.68 3.49 0.91 3.80 









The analysis of DFAD evaluations of the retail environment yielded a significant 
main effect, Wilk‘s Λ, F (1, 435) = 85.24, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .164, suggesting that high 
DFAD of the store environment had a larger mean (M = 4.08, SD = 0.69) than low DFAD  
 (M = 3.62, SD = 0.94).  The interaction term between DFAD evaluations and aesthetic 
response was not significant, Wilk‘s Λ, F (1, 435) =1.47, p = .226, partial η
2
 = .003.  For 
the between subject‘s effects, results were significant, F (1, 435) = 24.34, p = .001, 
partial η
2
 = .053, suggesting consumers with high aesthetic response (M = 3.99, SD = 
0.63) had a larger mean than consumers with low aesthetic response (M = 3.69, SD = 
0.63). Results of the ANOVA are presented in Table 12 and means and standard 
deviations are presented in Table 13.  
Summary 
The between subject main effect of consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity 
composed of aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic response did produce higher 
evaluations in both the low aesthetic and high aesthetic store environments by both 
consumer groups (i.e. high visual aesthetic sensitivity vs. low visual aesthetic sensitivity).  
Though mean scores for both the high and low visual design aesthetic stores are higher 
among the high visual aesthetic sensitive consumer, low visual aesthetic sensitive 
consumers followed a similar pattern by ranking the scores with similar mean spreads.  
For consumers with low visual aesthetic sensitivity, aesthetic value reflects the largest 
spread between mean scores of the high DFAD store evaluations (M = 3.91, SD = .66) 
versus low DFAD store evaluations (M = 3.48, SD = .88).  Aesthetic response is most 
influential upon consumers with high visual aesthetic sensitivity with high DFAD store  
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Table 12 Factorial ANOVA - Store Environment DFAD Evaluations by Aesthetic 
Response (High vs. Low) 
 
Source df F Sig. η
2
 Power  
Within-Subjects 
Visual Design Aesthetic Features 1 85.24 .001 .164 .998  
Visual Design Aesthetic Features * Aesthetic Response 1 1.47 .226 .003 .227  
Error 435 (.522)     
Between-Subjects 
Aesthetic Response 1 24.34 .001 .053 .998  
Error 435 (.787)     







Table 13 Means and Standard Deviations for High and Low DFAD Store 
Environment Evaluations by High and Low Aesthetic Response 
 
 




Store Environment  
Evaluations 
 
Consumer Trait M SD M SD 
Row 
Means 
      
High Aesthetic 
Response 
4.25 0.65 3.73 0.97 3.99 
Low Aesthetic 
Response 
3.89 0.68 3.50 0.88 3.69 










evaluations scores of M = 4.25, SD = .65, and low DFAD store evaluation scores of M = 
3.73, SD = .97. 
The within subjects main effect also reflects the influence of the DFAD of the 
store environment upon consumers‘ aesthetic evaluations.  Stores with high DFAD are 
ranked higher by both consumer groups and stores with low DFAD are ranked lower by 
both groups.  For store environments with high DFAD, aesthetic response reports a larger 
spread between mean scores of consumers with high aesthetic response (M = 4.25, SD = 
.65) when compared to consumers with low aesthetic response (M = 3.89, SD = .68).  
Also, for low DFAD store environments, aesthetic value is more dominant in producing 
larger mean scores with high aesthetic value (M = 3.77, SD = .97) versus low aesthetic 
value (M = 3.48, SD = .88). 
Of the three dimensions, aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic response, 
aesthetic value and aesthetic response are found to influence both high and low visual 
aesthetic sensitive consumer groups and store environments.  Aesthetic value was the 
most influential among consumers with low visual aesthetic sensitivity and for store 
environments with low DFAD.  Aesthetic value of an object or space is considered to 
enhance and benefit the quality of life for both individuals and society at large (Bloch et 
al., 2003). It would be logical to assume that individuals at all levels have some sense of 
cultural ideals of aesthetics or beauty and therefore, innately understand and attribute 
value to objects or spaces that are aesthetically pleasing. In other words, exposure to 
beauty through nature, media, and interaction with individuals would induce some level 
of appreciate for beauty which would then be revealed more noticeably in aesthetic 
evaluations of objects and interior spaces even for consumers with low visual aesthetic 
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sensitivity.  Additionally, stores with low DFAD would create more of an impact 
between the two consumer groups simply because those with high visual aesthetic 
sensitivity would have an increased level of value due to the ―sacred‖ level of importance 
beautiful objects hold to those with increased visual sensitivity (Bloch et al., 2003).     
Finally, the interaction effect between visual design features and consumers‘ 
aesthetic sensitivity as measured by aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic 
response is found to not be significant.  When an interaction is not significant, the effect 
of one variable is not dependent on the level of another variable. Therefore, it can be said 
that visual DFAD of the store environment and consumer aesthetic sensitivity do not 
interact with one another in such a way as to produce any additional effects that the two 
alone cannot explain.   
Hypotheses Three (a & b) 
Hypothesis 3a & b:  Store Environment DFAD Evaluations and Consumer Behavior – 
Disposition to Pay More and Desire to Remain 
To examine hypotheses 3a & b, a multiple analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) 
was conducted to assess if store environment DFAD evaluations (high vs. low) had an 
effect upon consumers‘ disposition to pay more for product and/or services and desire to 
remain in the store after controlling for the effects of product involvement.  Box‘s M test 
of equality of covariance was not significant.  Levene‘s Test of homogeneity of variance 
was violated for both dependent variables but is considered robust to such violations 
(Garson, n.d.).   
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The corrected model was significant for both of the dependent variables; 
specifically, disposition to pay more, F = (135, 364) = 1.59. p = .001, partial η
2
 = .371, 
and desire to remain, F = (135, 364) = 3.86. p = .001, partial η
2
 = .589. 
Multivariate tests demonstrated a main effect for the following covariates of 
product involvement:  means nothing/means a lot to me, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 363) = 4.33, p = 
.014, partial η
2 
=.023; appealing/unappealing, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 363) = 3.42, p = .034, 
partial η
2 
=.019; and worthless/valuable, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 363) = 7.46, p = .001, partial η
2 
=.139.  A medium effect was significant for high DFAD evaluations, Wilk‘s Λ, F (32, 
762) = 2.87, p = .001, partial η
2 
=.112.  The main effect for low DFAD evaluations was 
stronger, Wilk‘s Λ, F (32, 762) = 4.38, p = .001, partial η
2 
=.162, reflecting the impact of 
stores with low visual appeal upon consumers‘ intentions.  Results of the multivariate test 
indicate support for hypotheses 3a & b. 
Disposition to Pay More 
A univariate test of high DFAD evaluations exhibited a significant main effect 
upon disposition to pay more for products and/or services, Wilk‘s Λ, F (16, 364) = 2.77, 
p = .001, partial η
2 
=.109.  A medium to large effect was also found with low DFAD 
evaluations, Wilk‘s Λ, F (16, 364) = 2.65, p = .001, partial η
2 
=.104 suggesting a 
statistical effect upon consumers‘ behavior due to the store environment DFAD after 
controlling for product involvement.  
Further univariate tests of the covariates noted two small effects.  When products 
had some degree of meaning (i.e. means nothing/means a lot to me), a significant, but 
small, effect was reported upon the dependent measure, F (1, 364) = 6.87, p = .009, 
partial η
2
 = .019.  In addition, a small effect was observed for consumers‘ value of a 
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product (i.e. worthless/valuable) upon disposition to pay more for products and/or 
services, F (1, 364) = 13.42, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .036.  Results are summarized in 
Tables 14 and 15. 
Desire to Remain 
 As expected, results revealed a significant effect for high DFAD evaluations, F 
(16, 364) = 4.62, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .169, and low DFAD evaluations, F (16, 364) = 
8.03, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .261.  Scores obtained for two covariates of product 
involvement were perceived as having a small effect upon desire to remain in the store 
environment.  Consumers reported that a small effect can occur due to the product‘s 
meaning (i.e. means nothing/means a lot to me), F (1, 364) = 5.99, p = .015, partial η
2
 = 
.016, or level of product appeal (i.e. appealing/unappealing), F (1, 364) = 6.81, p = .009, 
partial η
2
 = .018.  A summary of results is presented in Tables 16 and 17. 
Summary 
The statistical analyses communicated support for hypotheses 3 a & b.   Consumers 
reported that DFAD evaluation of store environments as a whole, after adjusting for the 
covariates, had significant effects upon both dependent measures.  Significant effects 
were recorded for high DFAD with a partial η
2
 = .109, or 10.9% of the variance 
explained for disposition to pay more for products and/or services.  Additionally, a larger 
than typical effect size, 16.9%, emerged for desire to remain in the store environment. 
Low DFAD evaluations were significant and accounted for 10.4% of the variation in 
disposition to pay more with 26.1% (larger than typical) of the variation explaining the 
desire to remain.  The strength of the association between the independent variables and 
the dependent measures was strong.  The reason for this is that the three covariates  
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Table 14 Univariate Tests on Disposition to Pay More by High and Low DFAD 
Evaluations after Controlling for Product Involvement  
 




     
High DFAD Evaluations 1.57 2.77 .001 .109 
     
Low DFAD Evaluations 1.50 2.65 .001 .104 
Note. df = 16; Error = 364  
 
Table 15 Covariates Influence on Disposition to Pay More  
 




     
Means a lot to me       3.89 6.87 .009 .019 
Valuable 7.60 13.42 .001 .036 
Note. df = 1; Error = 364  
 
Table 16 Univariate Tests on Desire to Remain in the Store by High and Low DFAD 
Evaluations after Controlling for Product Involvement  
 




     
High DFAD Evaluations 1.31 4.62 .001 .169 
     
Low DFAD Evaluations 2.29 8.03 .001 .261 
Note. df = 16; Error = 364  
 
Table 17 Covariates Influence on Desire to Remain  
 




     
Means a lot to me       3.89 6.87 .009 .019 
Unappealing 1.94 6.81 .009 .018 
Note. df = 1; Error = 364  
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(i.e. means nothing/means a lot to me, appealing/unappealing, worthless/valuable) 
accounted for very little of the variance in the dependent measure. 
 In previous research, Andreu et al., (2006) concluded that traditional retail 
atmospherics did not have a significant effect upon consumers‘ disposition to pay more 
and desire to remain, but encouraged further research.  Using the same survey items as  
Andreu et al., the results of this research were found to be different.  Several factors may 
have contributed to the differences in outcomes.  Andreu et al.‘s research was a field 
study conducted among European female participants in perfume/cosmetics stores and 
concentrated upon the effects of consumers‘ emotions upon consumers‘ intentions.  Also, 
covariates were not considered and the effect of gender was removed by using females as 
participants.    In contrast, this research captured a broader viewpoint by including both 
genders, the effect of product involvement as recommended by Bloch et al. (2003), and 
by adding two levels of the store environment reflecting a new perspective of store 
atmospherics research.  Having yielded different results, brought about by different 
independent variables, raises questions for future research that will be discussed in 
Chapter five. 
Hypotheses Four (a1-c2) 
Hypothesis 4a1& a2:  Consumers’ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity – Aesthetic value and 
Consumer Behavior – Disposition to Pay More and Desire to Remain 
 A multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted to investigate 
hypotheses 4a1 & a2.  The hypotheses were designed to evaluate consumers‘ aesthetic 
sensitivity, specifically the dimension aesthetic value (high vs. low) upon consumers‘ 
disposition to pay more for products and/or services and desire to remain in the store 
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environment after controlling for the effects of product involvement. Box‘s M Test was 
not significant concluding that there is insufficient evidence that the covariances were 
different.   Levene‘s test of equality of variance was significant, and the assumption of 
homogeneity of variance was violated but is considered robust to such violations 
(Garson, n.d.); though caution should be given to the interpretation of these results.  
 The results of the MANCOVA were significant for the corrected model for both 
disposition to pay more for product and/or services, F (11, 405) = 5.81, p = .001, partial 
η
2
 = .136, and desire to remain in the store, F (11, 405) = 9.06, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .197 
suggesting that there was a statistical effect on consumers‘ behavior due to consumers‘ 
aesthetic value after controlling for product involvement. Multivariate main effects of 
two covariates were reported.  As in previous hypotheses, the level of meaning (i.e. 
means nothing/means a lot to me) associated with the product produced a significant 
effect, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 404) =2.96, p = .053, partial η
2
 = .014, and value of the product 
(i.e. worthless/valuable) yielded a statistical difference, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 404) =4.48, p = 
.012, partial η
2
 = .022.  The independent variable, aesthetic value, was also found to be 
significant, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 404) = 32.19, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .137. 
Disposition to Pay More 
 Within the univariate analyses, the F test found a significant effect of aesthetic 
value on disposition to pay more for product and/or services, F (1, 405) = 49.84, p = .001, 
partial η
2
 = .110.  Participants with high scores on aesthetic value had a higher mean 
score for their disposition to pay more (M = 2.78, SD = .86) as compared to those with 
low scores on aesthetic value (M = 2.25, SD = .71).  Consumers value of a product (i.e. 
worthless/valuable) was the only covariate found to have a significant effect upon 
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disposition to pay more, F (1, 405) = 7.05, p = .008, partial η
2
 = .017.  Summarized 
results are presented in Tables 18, 19, and 20.   
Desire to Remain 
 As with disposition to pay more, consumers‘ aesthetic value noted a significant 
difference upon consumers‘ desire to remain in the store environment, reporting F (1, 40 
= 49.82, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .110.  Respondents with high scores on aesthetic value had 
a higher mean score for their desire to remain (M = 3.59, SD = .69) as compared to those 
with low scores on aesthetic value (M = 3.05, SD = .66).  A single covariate (means 
nothing/means a lot to me) was significant, F (1, 405) = 5.65, p = .018, partial η
2
 = .014.  
Univariate results for the independent variable and covariates are presented in Tables 21 
and 22.  Table 20 conveys means and standard deviations for consumers‘ desire to remain 
by aesthetic value after controlling for product involvement.   
Summary 
 Overall, support was found for consumers‘ aesthetic value upon consumers‘ 
disposition to pay more for products and/or services and their desire to remain in the store 
environment.  After adjusting for the covariate, product involvement, a moderate to large 
effect (partial η
2
 = .110) of aesthetic value was revealed for both dependent measures.   
Of the covariates tested, the product value (i.e. worthless/valuable) accounted for only 
1.7% of the variation in disposition to pay more and the level of product meaning (i.e. 
means nothing/means a lot to me) accounted for a relatively small variation (1.4%) in 
desire to remain.   
 Aesthetic value is concerned with the pleasure derived from beauty, devoid of any 
consideration of function or usability (Bloch et al., 2003; Holbrook, 1980).  Additionally,  
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Table 18 Univariate Tests on Disposition to Pay More by Aesthetic Value  
after Controlling for Product Involvement  
 





      
Disposition to Pay More 1 49.84 .001 .110  
Error 405 (.606)    
Note. Number in parenthesis presents the mean squared error.  
 
Table 19 Covariate Influence on Disposition to Pay More  
 




     
Valuable       4.27 7.052 .008 .017 
Note. df = 1; Error = 405)  
 
Table 20 Means and Standard Deviations for High and Low Aesthetic Value  
by Disposition to Pay More and Desire to Remain 
 
 Disposition to Pay More Desire to Remain  
Consumer Trait M SD M SD Row Means 
      
High Aesthetic Value 2.78 0.86 3.59 0.69 3.19 
Low Aesthetic Value 2.25 0.71 3.05 0.66 2.65 




Table 21 Univariate Tests on Desire to Remain by Aesthetic Value  
after Controlling for Product Involvement 
 





      
Desire to Remain 1 49.84 .001 .110  
Error 405 (0.43)    
Note. Number in parenthesis presents the mean squared error.  
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Table 22 Covariate Influence on Desire to Remain  
 




     
Means a lot to me 2.45 5.653 .018 .014 




















it is viewed as important to society and the quality of life (Bell et al., 1990, Kopec, 2006). 
Because a high aesthetic store is viewed as more aesthetically important, high aesthetic 
consumers regard the products/services in the store to be of greater aesthetic value, 
promoting a disposition to pay more for the products/services offered in the store. 
 Furthermore, aesthetic value promotes engagement with the aesthetic object 
 (Yalch & Brunel, 1996).  The statistical analysis reveals this engagement effect brought 
about by the consumers‘ aesthetic value predisposition.  The desire to stay in a store is 
promoted and supported when the retail environment itself reinforces aesthetic value 
through the manipulation of high visual design aesthetic features of the store. 
Hypothesis 4b1 & b2:  Consumers’ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity – Design acumen and 
Consumer Behavior – Disposition to Pay More and Desire to Remain 
           To examine hypotheses 4b1 & b2, a multivariate analyses of covariance 
(MANCOVA) was conducted to determine the effect of design acumen (high vs. low), a 
dimension of consumers‘ aesthetic sensitivity, on consumers‘ disposition to pay more for 
product and/or services and desire to remain in the store environment after controlling for 
the effects of product involvement. Box‘s M test was not significant.  Levene‘s test of 
equality of variance was significant, and the assumption of homogeneity of variance was 
violated.  Such violations have been reported as being robust to such violations (Garson, 
n.d.); though caution should be given to the interpretation of these results.  
 The MANCOVA corrected model reflected significance for both disposition to 
pay more for product and/or services, F (11, 415) = 3.73, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .090, and 
desire to remain, F (11, 415) = 6.34, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .144, suggesting that there is a 
statistical difference upon consumers‘ disposition to pay more and desire to remain as 
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influenced by consumers‘ design acumen after controlling for product involvement.  
Significant main effects were observed for the following covariates: means 
nothing/means a lot to me, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 414) = 3.60, p = .028, partial η
2
 = .017; and, 
worthless/valuable, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 414) = 6.20, p = .002, partial η
2
 = .029.  Of even 
greater interest, a significant main effect of design acumen was found, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 
414) = 14.63, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .066, demonstrating the influence of design acumen 
upon consumers‘ behavioral intentions. 
Disposition to Pay More 
 In the univariate analysis, consumers‘ design acumen also yielded a significant 
effect upon consumers‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services, F (1, 415) = 
25.26, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .057.  Respondents with high design acumen scores had a 
higher mean score for their disposition to pay more (M = 2.66, SD = .86) as compared to 
those with low scores on design acumen (M = 2.27, SD = .71).  As with aesthetic value, 
the level of product meaning (i.e. means nothing/means a lot to me), F (1, 415) = 5.08, p 
= .025, partial η
2
 = .012, and value (i.e. worthless/valuable), F (1, 415) = 10.63, p = .001, 
partial η
2
 = .025, were two covariates with noted significance.  Tables 23 and 24 
summarize results for the MANCOVA analysis. Table 25 presents the means and 
standard deviations for consumer‘s disposition to pay more by consumers‘ design 
acumen after controlling for product involvement. 
Desire to Remain 
 The results of the univariate test were significant for design acumen, F (1, 415) = 
20.22, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .046, suggesting that consumers‘ design acumen has a 
statistical effect  upon he consumers‘ desire to remain in the store after controlling for  
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Table 23 Univariate Tests on Disposition to Pay More by Design Acumen  
after Controlling for Product Involvement  
 





      
Disposition to Pay More 1 25.26 .001 .057  
Error 415 (.635)    
Note. Number in parenthesis presents the mean squared error.  
 
Table 24 Covariate Influence on Disposition to Pay More 
 




     
Means a lot to me 3.22 5.08 .025 .012 
Valuable       6.75 10.63 .001 .025 
Note. df = 1; Error = 415  
 
Table 25 Means and Standard Deviations for High and Low Design Acumen  
by Disposition to Pay More and Desire to Remain 
 
 Disposition to Pay More Desire to Remain  
Consumer Trait M SD M SD Row Means 
      
High Design Acumen 2.66 0.86 3.49 0.72 3.08 
Low Design Acumen 2.27 0.71 3.10 0.70 2.69 









product involvement.  Again, as in previous hypotheses, participants with high design 
acumen scores had a higher mean score for their desire to remain (M = 3.49, SD = .72) 
when compared to those with low design acumen scores (M = 3.10, SD = .71).  
Additionally, product meaning (i.e. means nothing/means a lot to me) had a small, but 
significant, effect upon their desire to remain in the store environment, F (1, 415) = 6.13, 
p = .014, partial η
2
 = .015.  Results are presented in Tables 25, 26, and 27. 
Summary 
 Hypotheses 4b1 & b2 were supported by the statistical analysis.  Results reflected a 
small, but significant, effect for consumers‘ design acumen upon disposition to pay more 
for product and/or services (partial η
2
 = .057) and desire to remain in the store 
environment (partial η
2
 = .046).  Two covariates also reported small effects upon the 
dependent variables.  The level of meaning (i.e. means nothing/means a lot to me)   
consumers associated with the product explained 1.2 % of the variance for disposition to 
pay more and 1.5% of the variance for desire to remain.  Both would be considered small 
effect sizes as proposed by Cohen (Pallant, 2007). 
 Recognizing good design and product aesthetics is a feature of design acumen.  
Consumers‘ with high design acumen develop heightened levels of aesthetic discernment 
and show a preference for more sophisticated forms of design.  With this knowledge and 
discernment, results show that high design acumen consumers are willing to pay more to 
acquire such sophisticated, aesthetically pleasing products and/or services. 
 Design acumen has also been found most prevalent among consumers who are 
more prone to visual processing than verbal processing (Holbrook, 1986).  As revealed in 
the previous statistical analysis, if the store environment reflects high visual design  
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Table 26 Univariate Tests on Desire to Remain by Design Acumen  
after Controlling for Product Involvement  
 





      
Desire to Remain 1 20.22 .001 .046  
Error 415 (.635)    
Note. Number in parenthesis presents the mean squared error.  
 
Table 27 Covariate Influence on Desire to Remain  
 




     
Means a lot to me 2.93 6.13 .014 .015 















aesthetic features and appeal, consumers‘ with high design acumen will enjoy the 
exposure to beautiful objects or environments and prefer to lengthen the aesthetic 
encounter within the store environment. 
Hypothesis 4c1& c2:  Consumers’ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity – Aesthetic response and 
Consumer Behavior – Disposition to Pay More and Desire to Remain 
  The final multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted to 
test hypothesis 4c1 & c2.  Each hypotheses took into consideration the third dimension of 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity, aesthetic response (high vs. low), upon the 
dependent variables, consumers‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services and 
desire to remain in the store environment.  As in the previous hypotheses, aesthetic 
response was the independent variable and, consumers‘ disposition to pay more for 
product and/or services and desire to remain, the dependent variables.  Product 
involvement was acknowledged as a covariate.  Box‘s M test of equality of covariance 
and Levene‘s test of equality of variance was not significant suggesting the assumption of 
homogeneity of variance was met.   
 Upon review of the MANCOVA analysis, results were significant for the 
corrected model for both disposition to pay more, F (11, 425) = 4.33, p = .001, partial η
2
 
= .101, and desire to remain, F (11, 425) = 8.62, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .182 stating that 
there is a statistical differences upon both dependent variables after controlling for 
product involvement. The independent variable, aesthetic response, yielded a moderate to 
large effect, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 424) = 23.91, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .101, upon the dependent 
variables illustrating the overall effect of consumers‘ aesthetic response.  Two product 
involvement covariates, means nothing/means a lot to me, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 424) = 3.86, p 
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= .022, partial η
2
 = .018, and worthless/valuable, Wilk‘s Λ, F (2, 424) = 6.22, p = .002, 
partial η
2
 = .029, once more explained a small portion of the influence upon the 
relationship between the independent and dependent variables.   
Disposition to Pay More 
 As with all other dimensions of consumers‘ aesthetic sensitivity, aesthetic 
responses was found to have a small, but significant, effect, F (1, 425) = 30.81, p = .001, 
partial η
2
 = .068, upon consumers‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services. 
Participants with high scores on design acumen had higher mean scores for their 
disposition to pay more (M = 2.67, SD = .85) than consumers with low design acumen 
mean scores (M = 2.27, SD = .74).    The relationship between disposition to pay more 
and consumers‘ aesthetic response was influenced slightly by two covariates:  means 
nothing/means a lot to me, F (1, 425) = 5.83, p = .016, partial η
2
 = .014, and 
worthless/valuable, F (1, 425) = 6.11, p = .014, partial η
2
 = .014.  Results are summarized 
in Tables 28 and 29.  Table 30 presents the means and standard deviations for consumers‘ 
disposition to pay more by consumers‘ aesthetic response after controlling for product 
involvement.  
Desire to Remain 
 Results of the univariate analysis were also significant for the independent 
variable, aesthetic response, F (1, 425) = 42.08, p = .001, partial η
2
 = .090, suggesting 
that there is a statistical difference upon consumers‘ desire to remain in the store 
environment by consumers‘ aesthetic response after controlling for product involvement.  
As with previous results, participants with high scores on aesthetic response had a higher 
mean score for their desire to remain (M = 3.55, SD = .69) when compared to consumers‘  
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Table 28 Univariate Tests on Disposition to Pay More by Aesthetic  
Response after Controlling for Product Involvement  
 





      
Disposition to Pay More 1 30.81 .001 .068  
Error 425 (.621)    
Note. Number in parenthesis presents the mean squared error.  
 
Table 29 Covariate Influence on Disposition to Pay More 
 




     
Means a lot to me 3.62 5.83 .016 .014 
Valuable       2.68 6.11 .014 .014 
Note. df = 1; Error = 425)  
 
Table 30 Means and Standard Deviations for High and Low Aesthetic Response  
by Disposition to Pay More and Desire to Remain 
 
 Disposition to Pay More Desire to Remain  
Consumer Trait M SD M SD Row Means 
      
High Aesthetic Response 2.67 0.85 3.55 0.69 3.11 
Low Aesthetic Response 2.28 0.74 3.04 0.66 2.66 









with low aesthetic response (M = 3.04, SD = .66).  Furthermore, only one covariate 
yielded a significant difference for desire to remain.  Results reported consumers‘ level of 
product meaning (i.e. means nothing/means a lot to me) to have a small effect, F (1, 425)  
= 6.11, p = .014, partial η
2
 = .014, upon participants‘ desire to remain in the store 
environment.  Results are presented in Tables 30, 31, 32. 
Summary 
 Consumers‘ aesthetic response revealed a moderate effect upon both consumers‘ 
disposition to pay more for products and/or services (partial η
2
 = .068) and desire to 
remain in the store environment (partial η
2
 = .090).  The product involvement covariate, 
means little/means a lot to me, explained 1.4 % of the variance for disposition to pay 
more and desire to remain.  The product‘s value (i.e. worthless/valuable) yielded a 
slightly higher small effect of 2.6% for disposition to pay more. 
 Reflecting upon these results, aesthetic response has been defined as ―a state of 
intense enjoyment characterized by feelings of personal wholeness‖ (Csikszentmihaly et 
al., 1990, p. 178).  Other researchers classify the occurrence as a deep emotional response 
or felt experience (Bamossy et al., 1985; Bloch et al., 2003).  As this research has 
highlighted, high visual design aesthetic features in a retail environment can produce 
intense pleasurable responses resulting in consumers‘ willingness to pay more for a 
product so that the emotional experience may be taken home with them and/or enrich 
their feelings of personal wholeness. 
 Moreover, if an aesthetic experience is a highly emotional experience that 
produces pleasure, a positive, approach behavior would be the response.  These results 
illustrate that consumers‘ with high aesthetic response have a desire to extend the  
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Table 31 Univariate Tests on Desire to Remain by Aesthetic  
Response after Controlling for Product Involvement  
 





      
Disposition to Pay More 1 42.08 .001 .090  
Error 425 (.621)    
Note. Number in parenthesis presents the mean squared error.  
 
Table 32 Covariate Influence on Desire to Remain  
 




     
 
s a lot to me 
2.68 6.11 .014 .014 















emotional experience delivered via the high visual design aesthetics of the store by 
staying in the store environment. 
 
CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 In summary, an exploratory factor analysis was conducted to determine if factor 
loadings of the revised scale items used were similar to the original Bloch et al. (2003) 
research.  All but one item loaded in a similar pattern confirming the construct of visual 
aesthetic sensitivity to be composed of aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic 
response.   
 Further research explored the relationship between consumers‘ visual aesthetic 
sensitivity, DFAD evaluations of the store environment, and consumer behavior.  
Hypotheses 1 tested the effect of consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity upon consumers‘ 
evaluations of store environments.  Results were collected through independent-samples t 
tests to compare group means between consumers‘ with high visual aesthetic sensitivity 
and those with low visual aesthetic sensitivity.  Hypothesis one was partially supported 
with both high and low visual aesthetic consumers reporting significant differences 
between evaluations of the high/low store environments‘ DFAD dimensions. 
 Hypotheses 2a, b, & c explored the relationship between consumers‘ visual aesthetic 
sensitivity (i.e. aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic response) and consumers‘ 
DFAD evaluations.  Using a factorial ANOVA with between and within subject factors, 
all main effects proved to be significant while all interaction effects were found to be not 
significant. 
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 A MANCOVA was run for hypotheses 3a & b to test the connection between the 
store environment and consumer behavior.  As expected, visual DFAD evaluations did 
have a significant effect upon consumers‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or 
services and desire to remain in the store environment.  Three of the product involvement 
covariates, product meaning, value, and appeal, yielded small effects upon the 
relationship between DFAD evaluations and consumer behavior.  These small effects of 
the covariate are worth making note of due to the large sample size. 
 The final hypotheses, 4a1-c2, was also analyzed using MANCOVA to test  the 
effect of consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity as measured by aesthetic value, design 
acumen, and aesthetic response, upon consumers‘ behavioral intentions, specifically, 
disposition to pay more and desire to remain.  All hypotheses were found to be significant 
supporting the supposition that consumers‘ aesthetic sensitivity does affect consumers‘ 
behavioral intention.  Product involvement covariates, product meaning and value, were 
also found to influence this relationship and as in hypotheses 3a & b, such effects are 











DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the dimensions associated with the 
consumer trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, and to investigate the effect consumers‘ visual 
aesthetic sensitivity has upon the design factors‘ aesthetic dimension (DFAD) evaluations 
of the store environment and consumer behavior.  In this chapter, the findings are 
discussed, limitations are presented, and suggestions for future research are highlighted. 
 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
The specific research objectives of this study are: (a) to examine consumers‘ 
visual aesthetic sensitivity using Bloch et al.‘s (2003) methodology of classifying visual 
aesthetic levels of consumers; (b) to determine the effects of consumers‘ visual aesthetic 
sensitivity upon DFAD evaluations of store environments; (c) to determine whether 
consumers‘ DFAD evaluations of and behavior toward store environments differ by the 
level of store environment DFAD; and (d) to determine if consumers‘ DFAD evaluations 
of and behavior toward store environments vary by consumers‘ visual aesthetic 
sensitivity. 
Exploratory Factory Analysis 
 This study is based upon Bloch et al.‘s (2003) methodology of classifying 
consumers‘ centrality of visual product aesthetics (CVPA).  Based upon their original 
findings concerning consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity toward products, the scale 
items were modified to suit store environments.  To determine if revisions to the scale 
items would remain effective in producing similar dimensions of the construct, an 
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exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with VARIMAX rotation is performed.  Using Bloch et 
al.‘s three dimensions, aesthetic sensitivity, design acumen, and aesthetic value, a three 
factor solution is completed.  Factor loadings remain the same as the original study for 
design acumen and revisions to the original scale items did not change characteristics of 
the dimension.  Aesthetic value and aesthetic response were also similar with one item 
loading on the aesthetic response dimension that originally had loaded on aesthetic value.   
   The original item stated ―I enjoy seeing displays of products that have superior 
designs‖ (Bloch et al., 2003, p. 556) and was revised to ―I enjoy seeing store displays that 
have superior design‖.  ―Displays of products‖ are deliberately planned to promote an 
intense, immediate, eye-catching experience; to draw the consumer to the product itself 
by creating a moving experience.  Such is the idea of aesthetic value. Store displays are 
designed to evoke a response through aesthetic appeal; to support a sensation of 
discovery, and as stated by John Zoccai, to cause consumers to ―fall in love‖ highlighting 
the idea of aesthetic response (Dumaine, 1991).  For that reason, store environments 
would logically be expected to promote an aesthetic response to garner further 
exploration and engage the consumer in an aesthetic relationship while product displays 
focus upon encouraging aesthetic value to increase the benefits of ownership at a 
personal level (Bamossy et al., 1983; Bamossy, Csikszentmihalyi et al., 1990; Johnston, 
& Parsons, 1985; Yalch & Brunel, 1996). 
Consumers‟ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity and Store Environment 
This study ascertains that consumers‘ with high visual aesthetic sensitivity have 
significantly higher store environment DFAD evaluations on high versus low store 
environments‘ aesthetic dimensions when compared to consumers‘ with low visual 
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aesthetic sensitivity.  Interestingly, low visual aesthetic sensitive consumers also report 
significant differences between the two store environments. 
 Both consumer groups report differing evaluations specifically due to the DFAD 
of the store environment.  More importantly, consumers with high visual aesthetic 
sensitivity are more discerning in their evaluations of each store environment.  Similar 
results were found by Bloch et al. (2003) in their study of product aesthetics in which 
consumers with high visual aesthetic sensitivity reflected higher mean scores for aesthetic 
evaluations when compared to consumers with low visual aesthetic sensitivity.  In this 
study, consumers with high visual aesthetic sensitivity also demonstrate a larger spread 
between mean scores of the low and high product aesthetics.   
As can be seen, outcomes of this nature reveal the efficacy of visual aesthetics 
upon consumers regardless of their visual aesthetic sensitivity level.  For retailers 
marketing high design or aesthetics, understanding the impact of this consumer trait upon 
store environment evaluations helps to strengthen the value of investing in the visual 
design of store environments and acknowledges the consumer trait, visual aesthetic 
sensitivity, as a method of market segmentation. Equally, 80% of outside messages 
access individuals through the power of sight giving emphasis to the dominant role of 
visual information and aesthetics (Gifford & NG, 1982; Gross, 1995).  Architects and 
interior designers have long recognized the power of visual components of the design 
solution to influence human evaluations.  Interestingly, the range of evaluations has not 
been as prominent of a consideration, making the assumption that all users would value 
high aesthetics.  This research reveals that there are consumers who have a greater than 
average level of significance for visual aesthetics in a store environment as compared to 
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those that do not; furthering the need for additional research to determine appropriate 
levels of visual aesthetics for differing retail environments as well as consumers. 
Consumers‟ Aesthetic Value, Design Acumen, and Aesthetic Response and Store 
Environment 
Further exploration of consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity as measured by 
aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic response, reveals an effect upon evaluations 
of the aesthetic dimensions of the store environment.  Consumers clearly identified the 
importance of the visual components of the store environment upon evaluations.  
Previous store environment research has focused more on the influence of the store 
environment upon the consumer instead of the consumers‘ influence upon the store.  This 
research expressly presents the importance of consumers‘ predispositions that they bring 
to the store.  Interestingly, two of the three dimensions of consumers‘ visual aesthetic 
sensitivity played a slightly more prominent role in the evaluations, namely, aesthetic 
value and aesthetic response.   
Because aesthetic value fulfills a higher level of need for individuals, retailers 
must be sensitive to the power of interiors to fulfilling this sacred need.  Furthermore, as 
gatekeepers of the aesthetic experience, architects and designers have an obligation to be 
sensitive to consumers‘ aesthetic value expectations or run the risk of lowering both the 
importance and value of the retail experience for the consumer.  Since consumers 
acknowledge the worth of having aesthetically pleasing retail environments, the role of 
the architect and interior designer includes providing important visual cues that 
communicate clearly the retailers‘ philosophy or mission (i.e. value) to the consumer 
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which may help to increase consumer loyalty, commitment, and return on the store 
design investment. 
Aesthetic response manifests in the intense enjoyment or personal wholeness felt 
by the interaction with beautiful things.  As seen in the findings of this study, the 
response can range from mild to intense/low to high.  To create a positive, intense 
response for consumers‘ may be, by some, considered the ―holy grail‖ of the retail 
experience simply because of its power to create a lasting bond with the retailer.  
Understanding that the visual aesthetic dimensions of the store environment has the 
potential to evoke such an intrinsic response, strengthens the validity of investing in, 
strategically planning, and rigorously testing store environments.  Consumers do respond 
at some level to the visual aesthetics of the environment producing either positive or 
negative behaviors which can ultimately impact consumers‘ willingness to continue the 
relationship with the retailer. If not addressed effectively, aesthetic components have the 
potential to damage the consumer/retailer bond.  Moreover, by measuring the distinct 
differences in consumers‘ aesthetic responses, retailers have the ―…opportunity to 
modify designs and closer align them with consumers‘ aesthetic preferences‖ (Crilly, 
2004, p. 559). 
Because consumers‘ evaluations are complex, knowledge of the dimensions by 
which consumers evaluate design offers insight into the communicative ability of store 
environments and illuminates the potential of visually pleasing interiors to transmit clear-
cut messages.  Therefore, retailers, architects, and interior designers should consider 
ways to incorporate visual aesthetic references that align not only with consumers‘ visual 
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aesthetic expectations but also, ultimately, clearly distinguish the retailer to the intended 
customer. 
Store Environment Visual Design Factors‟ Aesthetic Dimensions and Consumer 
Behavior  
This study additionally examines the aesthetic dimensions within the store 
environment and establishes that such dimensions have an effect upon consumers‘ 
behavioral intentions. Specifically, visual DFAD of the store environment do influence 
consumers‘ behavioral intentions – disposition to pay more for products and/or services 
and a desire to remain in the store.  As with previous research, the results of this study 
reveal the importance of store environments upon consumers‘ behavior.  In a review of 
atmospherics literature, Turley and Milliman (2000) documented multiple scholarly 
researches that have demonstrated the positive effects of store environments upon 
consumer intentions, specifically purchase behavior and time spent in store.  They 
established that 25 out of 28 studies found store environments to significantly influence 
consumers.  Additionally, in the classic study by Donovan and Rossiter (1982), they 
found that pleasure generated by the store environment was positively associated with 
consumers‘ willingness to buy and time spent in the store.  Ryu & Jang (2007) also 
ascertained that facility aesthetics was an important determinant of consumers‘ pleasure. 
Therefore, if visual aesthetics frequently function as the foundation for inferences made 
about product characteristics (Workman & Caldwell, 2007), aesthetic environments 
would be perceived as more pleasurable resulting in the desire to stay longer in the store 
or pay more money for products which then becomes deeply rooted in the emotional 
processes brought about by the aesthetic experience. Once this occurs the consumers‘ 
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behavioral intentions are influenced by the aesthetically pleasing store environment, 
inducing positive consumer behavioral responses as supported in the results of this study.   
Accordingly the store environment has an aesthetic function as one of its primary 
purposes and, as this research demonstrates, successfully generating positive responses is 
important.  Early store atmospheric research has explored specific components, such as 
color, wall finishes, and ceiling treatments; but has not considered the visual components 
jointly (Turley & Milliman, 2000).  This study adds to the body of literature by 
holistically considered the impact of visual store environment aesthetics in an effort to 
emphasize the collective importance of visual aesthetics. When evaluating the visual 
aesthetic components of the store environment collectively, consumers reveal varying 
degrees of evaluations. Ultimately, research of this nature strengthens the importance of 
the store environment‘s visual, ―silent language‖ and continues to validate the store 
environment as a marketing tool (Kotler, 1973).  
Consumers‟ Visual Aesthetic Sensitivity and Consumer Behavior  
The final component of this research explores the effect of a consumer trait, 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity as measured by aesthetic value, design acumen, 
and aesthetic response, upon consumers‘ behavioral intentions.  High aesthetic value, 
design acumen, and aesthetic response were found to have a greater affect upon 
consumers‘ disposition to pay more for products and/or services and their desire to 
remain in the store environment than low aesthetic value, design acumen, and aesthetic 
response.   
Visual aesthetic sensitivity produces positive behaviors in consumers exposing 
clearly the influence of consumers‘ aesthetic orientations and the role aesthetics play in 
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inducing behavior.  In Bloch et al.‘s (2003) original study, visual aesthetic sensitivity was 
defined as ―…the overall level of significance that visual aesthetics hold for a particular 
consumer in his/her relationships with products‖ (Bloch et al., 2003, p. 552).  This 
research demonstrates that if visual aesthetics are valued (i.e. level of significance), then 
positive consumer reactions (i.e. relationships) to products, services, and store 
environments can be anticipated and this significance can be expected to be found across 
a larger range of categories among consumers‘ with high visual aesthetic sensitivity – 
such as store environments and behavioral intentions.  In other words, consumers‘ 
behavioral responses and evaluations are a function of their visual aesthetic sensitivity 
illustrating the ―[a]esthetic nature of consumption‖ (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982).  
Therefore, understanding aesthetic orientations can be a powerful tool for retailers to 
stimulate positive consumer behavior and assessments by increasing engagement through 
aesthetically pleasing products and store environments. 
Product Involvement 
 Product involvement is presented as a covariate in this study to determine if 
involvement with the product category influences consumer behavior.  Three dimensions 
of product involvement revealed a small influence:  means nothing/means a lot to me, 
appealing/unappealing, and worthless/valuable. Though the effect size was recorded as 
small, the large sample size increases the relevance and value of such effects and 
encourages future exploration. 
 Having chosen bookstores as the store environment, the main product being 
considered is books.  Therefore, it is understandable that these particular dimensions of 
product involvement would show an effect upon both a disposition to pay more and 
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desire to remain for bookstore environments.  Because of their vast importance to culture 
and society, books inherently promote the ideas of meaning, value, and appeal which 
could easily transfer to or from the environment in which they exists and in addition 
encourage positive behavior.   Other types of products may reveal different dimensions of 
product involvement.  For example, food or personal care products may be viewed more 
as beneficial/not beneficial or essential/nonessential.  Some purchase situations, such as a 
gift, could be more involving than others, increasing the influence of product 
involvement upon consumer behavior and store environment evaluations.  Therefore, if 
the book was of a religious (i.e. essential/nonessential) nature or a special gift, it may 
well change the effect of product involvement upon consumer behavior in the bookstore 
environment.  Additionally, one might not consider books to be a highly visual aesthetic 
product (when compared to jewelry, clothing, or furniture) that would induce highly 
visually aesthetic sensitive consumers to become intensely involved.  For that reason, 
further research should explore the relationship of other types of products with visual 
aesthetic sensitivity and consumer behavior.   
 
IMPLICATIONS 
 This study illustrates that the consumer trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity, has a 
relative consistent and sound effect on consumers‘ evaluations of store design aesthetic 
features and consumer behavior.  Moreover, it helps to fill the gap in our understanding 
of consumer orientations brought to the retail experience and what types of reactions such 
orientations produce.   
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 Past store environment research has focused upon the traditional SOR model in 
which the store works as the stimulus to produce consumer response suggesting an 
architectural determinism approach in which the built environment is the central or even 
exclusive determinant of behavior (Hoffman & Turley, 2002).  This study highlights the 
reciprocal connection of environmental probabilism which ―…assumes that certain 
behaviors have probabilistic links to the built environment‖ (Strange & Banning, 2001, 
p.14).  
 Within this probabilistic link, resides the dynamic impact of consumers‘ 
dispositions that are brought to the retail environment.  Hypotheses one and two reveal a 
specific consumer trait or disposition, visual aesthetic sensitivity.  This lens, through 
which consumers view store atmospherics, suggests a new influence upon consumers‘ 
interpretations of store atmospherics and consumer behavior.  Because the research 
highlights this influence and interplay of relationships, retail managers now have a new 
approach to market segmentation.  Retailers with high aesthetic products can begin to 
understand the potential of their consumer base.  Consumers with high visual aesthetic 
sensitivity may expect a visual aesthetic experience at all levels of the shopping 
encounter, not just with the product or store alone, increasing the need for experiential 
retailing.  Low aesthetic consumers may be overwhelmed by the environment, just 
uninterested in the total package, or view high aesthetics as expensive, opening the door 
for retailers within this market segment to explore different avenues beyond the store 
environment that will attract and keep these customers.  In essence, retailers can now 
look beyond the product and begin to engage the consumer in the total experience of the 
shopping encounter and/or environment. 
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 Because society is increasingly becoming visually oriented, it is important to 
illuminate for retailers consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity impact upon consumer 
intentions and preferences.  As the research discovers, visual aesthetic sensitivity and 
store environment aesthetics does influence intentions.  Hypothesis three uncovers the 
impact of the visual design factors‘ aesthetic dimensions (DFAD) of the store 
environment upon consumers‘ behavioral intentions.  As the functional features of 
product and store design are being met, consumers are increasingly making choices based 
upon aesthetics alone.  In competitive environments such as a mall, attracting consumers 
simply through store aesthetics can help to distinguish and set apart the retailer from 
competing attractions of the mall.  Unique examples of such strategies already appear in 
the design of both exterior and interiors of Anthropologie, Hollister, Abercrombie and 
Fitch retailers.  As Anthropologie President Glen Senk explains, "One of our core 
philosophies is that we spend the money that other companies spend on marketing to 
create a store experience that exceeds people's expectations. We don't spend money on 
messages -- we invest in execution‖ (Labarre, 2002, p. 92).  Retailers now have research 
upon which they can base these strategic decisions. 
   Hypothesis four illuminates that consumers‘ behavioral responses are persuaded 
by their visual aesthetic sensitivity.  Therefore, it can be said that shopping is an aesthetic 
encounter. Retailers now have three distinct dimensions, aesthetic value, design acumen, 
and aesthetic response, to use when evaluating and managing the aesthetic experience 
they offer to clients.  To both clarify and define the level of aesthetic value, design 
acumen, and aesthetic response of the high or low aesthetic sensitive consumer has the 
potential to increase brand loyalty and attachment, product involvement, and symbolic 
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meanings with the ultimate goal to stimulate and increase positive behavioral responses 
in consumers.  
 By choosing to meet the current demand of an increased shopping experience 
through the design of aesthetically pleasing environments, retailers can be confident that 
consumers are aware and respond to these efforts.  Research, such as this, offers them a 
viable methodology for determining the type of consumer to reach and the aesthetic level 
needed in the store environment to induce favorable responses from their consumer 
segment.  Additionally, it reiterates the importance consumers‘ predispositions play in the 
management and decision making processes of the shopping encounter. 
 
LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 Several limitations and opportunities for future research are recognized in the 
course of this study.  As with many store environment studies, limitations appear with the 
selected retail environment.  Though a bookstore environment has been chosen to 
generate a larger spread of consumer demographics, such environments do not always 
contain similar levels of visual aesthetics that might be found in other retail 
environments, such as, restaurants, clothing stores, and specialty boutiques.  Therefore, 
use of only one type of store environment may limit the generalizability of the study. 
The research also uses store images generated through Google SketchUp to 
simulate the visual aesthetics of the store environment.  Two-dimensional presentations 
of the built environment are not able to capture the full visual aesthetic experience 
presented by a real three-dimensional space.  For that reason, future studies should 
expand experimentation to more realistic settings.  Furthermore, restricting the study to 
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visual aesthetics only does not take into consideration the impact of other human 
sensations, such as touch, taste, smell, that also have the ability to engage and capture an 
aesthetic experience within the three-dimensional retail store.   
With these limitations in mind, future research has the potential to explore the 
moderating role of consumer demographics upon visual aesthetic sensitivity.  How does 
gender affect levels of aesthetic sensitivity?   Are men more function-driven and/or 
verbal processors; therefore, resulting in different levels of visual aesthetic 
predispositions?  Younger audiences may put more importance upon aesthetic levels due 
to peer pressure or increased contact with shopping environments. Moreover, how early 
do aesthetic orientations begin to appear in consumers?  Consumers with higher income 
have the ability to travel and explore, generating more exposure to good design and 
increasing such dimensions of consumer aesthetic sensitivity as design acumen or 
aesthetic value.   
Finally, as this research stated, the store environment may perform a mediating 
role. Further research in this area may bring to light how the store environment affects the 
relationship between the consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity and consumer behavior 
helping to clarify the role of the store environment in effecting consumers‘ 
predispositions and behaviors. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
By exploring consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity, visual aesthetics of the store 
environment, and consumers‘ behavioral intentions, this research contributes to the store 
atmospherics literature in several ways.  In particular to investigate these relationships, 
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three theoretical foundations were proposed, Gestalt theory, Bakers‘ visual design 
factors‘ aesthetic dimensions, and Bloch et al.‘s consumer visual aesthetic sensitivity 
trait.   
 Previous research has both introduced and encouraged Gestalt theory (i.e. 
postulates that individuals have an innate preference for beauty and also respond to the 
environment holistically) as a premise for understanding consumers‘ perceptions and 
evaluations of store environments in a setting (Lin, 2004; Mattila & Wirtz, 2001; 
Botschen & Crowther, 2001).  Bitner (1992) included the idea of a holistic perspective in 
her conceptualization of Servicescapes.  Additionally, Botschen and Crowther (2001) 
encouraged the exploration of the whole design to develop understanding of the 
consumer/store environment relationship.  By using Gestalt theory as a framework, 
Mattila and Wirtz (2001) were the first to find that music and scent should not be 
considered in isolation.  This research found that consumers willingly viewed and 
evaluated the environment holistically.  When the total configuration of the visual 
aesthetic levels were appropriate, consumers‘ evaluations and behavioral intentions were 
enhanced.  Additionally, both high and low visual aesthetic sensitive consumers reported 
higher positive evaluations of stores with high aesthetics and higher positive intentions 
within the high aesthetic store environment.  Such findings provide further empirical 
support for the consumer‘s innate preference and demonstrate that when visual 
environmental stimuli act together as a coherent and pleasing whole, the consumer will 
respond more positively. 
 Additionally, a large portion of this aesthetic response is generated through sight 
(Gifford & Ng, 1982; Gross, 1996).  In her typology of store environments, Baker (1987) 
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acknowledges this unique contribution of aesthetics – which exist at the forefront or 
visual awareness of the consumer – in defining the design factors of the store 
environment. Holbrook (1986), Charters (2006), and Botschen and Crowther (2001) have 
each strongly advocated further exploration of the aesthetic features and aesthetic 
responses of the consumer.  This research does just that by limiting the focus to the visual 
design features of the retail atmosphere and by concentrating upon the role of aesthetics 
in evaluations and behavior.  The results revealed that visual aesthetics did influence both 
evaluations and behavioral intentions.   High visual aesthetics when compared to low 
visual aesthetics produced higher evaluations in both high and low visual aesthetic 
sensitive consumers.  Also, consumers‘ desire to remain was reflective of the level of 
aesthetics found in the store environment.  As previously stated, this research adds to the 
store environment literature by revealing the particular efficacy of visual aesthetics upon 
consumers regardless of their visual aesthetic sensitivity level. 
 Finally, as has been previously noted, much of the previous store environment 
research has been rooted in the Stimulus–Organism–Response model.  Such an approach 
lends itself to the idea of environmental determinism in which the environment 
determines the individual‘s behavior.  In their research of consumers‘ visual product 
aesthetic sensitivity, Bloch et al. (2003) proposed a consumer trait that measures the level 
of significance that visual aesthetics hold for an individual.  This unique trait implies that 
consumers bring predispositions to the environment which influences their evaluations 
and perceptions of the environment; hence, possibly neutralizing the idea of 
environmental determinism.  Upon completion of their study, Bloch et al. recommended 
extending the research into store environments and to add the influence of product 
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involvement.  This research heeds the call and expands the idea of consumers‘ visual 
aesthetic sensitivity to the store environment as well as exploring the effect of product 
involvement upon evaluations and behavior.  Additionally, this study reiterates 
consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity as a consumer trait and reveals the importance of 
consumers‘ predispositions in evaluating and responding specifically to store 
environment aesthetics by clearly revealing that different consumers respond differently 
to the same store environment.  Moreover, it extends Bloch et al.‘s study to store 
environment aesthetics and exposes the potential role of product involvement upon 
consumers.  As this study found, products such as books with low visual aesthetics have 
only a small or moderate effect upon consumers.  Future studies may find products with 
higher aesthetics to play a more important role.  Lastly, acknowledging the consumer 
trait, visual aesthetic sensitivity:  (a) introduces and reveals a key component of the 
aesthetic consumption experience; (b) broadens our understanding of the consumers‘ 
retail encounter; and (c) brings much needed attention to individual differences in 
reactions to store designs. 
Recognizing that individuals bring certain aesthetic orientations or predispositions 
to the store environment enriches understanding of the consumer and helps to strengthen 
the relationship retailers‘ form with their consumers.  This study explores the distinct 
dimensions of consumers‘ visual aesthetic sensitivity and the relationship of such with 
store environment aesthetics and consumer intentions as revealed in the research model.  
Based upon the outcomes of this research, this study contributes to both the consumer 
trait and store environment literature – specifically to the understanding of visual 
aesthetics – and heeds the call of past researchers such as Morris Holbrook (1986) to 
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extend research into consumers‘ aesthetic responses because ―the consumer‘s [a]esthetic 
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Formal Aesthetic Survey 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS:  To complete the formal aesthetic survey, please print the survey.   
While viewing the color photos on line, measure the aesthetics of the store environments 
shown below by assigning a score of 1 to 5 (with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the 
highest) within each category, circle the appropriate score in the last column.  
 





Does this room have a shape that is appealing for its 
intended use? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Proportion 
Are items in the room sized so that no single object 
dominates the scene? 
1  2   3   4   5 
Scale  
Do furnishings and accessories fit the room without 
looking to large or too small? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Novelty 
Are there elements or components of uniqueness or 
fascination? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Illumination Is lighting sufficient and appropriate for the room? 1   2   3   4   5 
ENCLOSURE 
Spaciousness 
Does the room give the appearance of having space 
and not being cluttered? 
1   2   3   4   5 
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Density 
Is the floor space ratio ample in relation to objects 
occupying the room? 
 
1   2   3   4   5 
Mystery 
Do elements within the room inspire or beg for 
exploration? 




Are there interesting items to view while maintaining 
the room‘s unifying theme? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Diversity 
Are a variety of objects or architectural features 
present within the room? 
1   2  3   4   5 
Information 
rate 
Do all aspects of the room register with the viewer at 
an equal rate? 
1   2   3   4   5 
ORDER 
Unity 
Is there a unified theme among all the parts of the 
room? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Clarity 
Is the purpose or function of the room and objects 
obvious? 
1   2   3   4   5 
 









Does this room have a shape that is appealing for its 
intended use? 
1   2   3   4  5 
Proportion 
Are items in the room sized so that no single object 
dominates the scene? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Scale  
Do furnishings and accessories fit the room without 
looking to large or too small? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Novelty 
Are there elements or components of uniqueness or 
fascination? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Illumination Is lighting sufficient and appropriate for the room? 1   2   3   4   5 
ENCLOSURE 
Spaciousness 
Does the room give the appearance of having space 
and not being cluttered? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Density 
Is the floor space ratio ample in relation to objects 
occupying the room? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Mystery 
Do elements within the room inspire or beg for 
exploration? 




Are there interesting items to view while maintaining 
the room‘s unifying theme? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Diversity 
Are a variety of objects or architectural features 
present within the room? 
1   2   3   4  5 
Information 
rate 
Do all aspects of the room register with the viewer at 
an equal rate? 
1   2   3   4   5 
ORDER 
Unity 
Is there a unified theme among all the parts of the 
room? 
1   2   3   4   5 
Clarity 
Is the purpose or function of the room and objects 
obvious? 
1   2   3   4   5 





















VISUAL AESTHETIC SURVEY 
 
 
Thank you for participating in this survey. The purpose of this study is to investigate the 
influence of consumers‘ aesthetic orientations upon store environment and consumer 
response. The information you will provide us is important to researchers in this area.   
 
Please answer all questions in the order they appear in the questionnaire.  Do not leave 
any questions unanswered.  There is no right or wrong answers. Only your honest, 
personal opinions are important.  Completion of the survey constitutes your consent to 
participate. 
 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You can refuse to participate in 
the study or discontinue your participation at any time.  This study is concerned with 
group data and not with your individual responses.  Your identification will not be 
associated with the data we collect.  Furthermore, all of your responses will remain 


























SECTION 1.  VISUAL AESTHETIC SENSITIVITY 
 












































1. I see things in a store‘s interior design that  
other people tend to pass over. 
1 2 3 4 5 
2. If a store‘s interior design really ―speaks‖ to 
me, I feel that I must enter the store. 
1 2 3 4 5 
3. I have the ability to imagine how the interior 
design of the store is similar to designs of other 
stores I already shop in. 
1 2 3 4 5 
4. Beautiful store interiors make our world a 
better place to live. 
1 2 3 4 5 
5. Being able to see subtle differences in store 
design is one skill that I have developed over 
time. 
1 2 3 4 5 
6. A store‘s interior design is a source of pleasure 
for me. 
1 2 3 4 5 
7. Sometimes the way a store looks seems to 
reach out and grab me. 
1 2 3 4 5 
8. I enjoy seeing store displays that have superior 
design. 
1 2 3 4 5 
9. When I see a store that has a really great 
interior design, I feel a strong urge to enter the 
store. 
1 2 3 4 5 
10. I have a pretty good idea of what makes one 
store look better than its competitors. 
1 2 3 4 5 
11. Being associated with stores that have superior 
interior design makes me feel good about 
myself 














SECTION 2.  PHOTO:  BOOKSTORE  
 
Imagine you are shopping in the store environment pictured below.  Please view the 
photo before you proceed to the questionnaire.   
 
 
    (Clawson, 2009) 
SECTION 3.  STORE ENVIRONMENT AESTHETICS  
 
Respond to the questions below concerning the physical features of the store environment 











































1. The store‘s architecture gives it an attractive 
character. 
1 2 3 4 5 
2. The interior wall and floor color schemes are 
attractive. 
1 2 3 4 5 
3. The overall design of the store is interesting. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. The store is decorated in an attractive fashion. 1 2 3 4 5 
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SECTION 4.  STORE ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE 
 
The following questions concern the influence of the store environment shown in the 










































1. I will continue to use the store even if prices 
increase. 
1 2 3 4 5 
2. I like to stay at the store as long as possible. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. I am willing to pay higher prices at the store 
than competitors charge. 
1 2 3 4 5 
4. I enjoy spending time at the store. 1 2 3 4 5 
 
SECTION 5.  VISUAL APPEAL OF STORE 
 
Respond to the question below concerning your perceptions of the store environment in 
the photo.  Please indicate the level of visual appeal associated with the store 





















































































1. How visually appealing is the store in the 
photo? 














SECTION 6.  PHOTO:  BOOKSTORE  
 
Imagine you are shopping in the store environment pictured below.  Please view the 
photo before you proceed to the questionnaire.   
 
 
     (Clawson, 2009) 
SECTION 7.  STORE ENVIRONMENT AESTHETICS  
 
Respond to the questions below concerning the physical features of the store environment 











































1. The store‘s architecture gives it an attractive 
character. 
1 2 3 4 5 
2. The interior wall and floor color schemes are 
attractive. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
3. The overall design of the store is interesting. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. The store is decorated in an attractive fashion. 1 2 3 4 5 
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SECTION 8.  STORE ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE 
 
The following questions concern the influence of the store environment shown in the 










































1. I will continue to use the store even if prices 
increase. 
1 2 3 4 5 
2. I like to stay at the store as long as possible. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. I am willing to pay higher prices at the store 
than competitors charge. 
1 2 3 4 5 




SECTION 9.  VISUAL APPEAL OF STORE 
 
Respond to the question below concerning your perceptions of the store environment in 
the photo.  Please indicate the level of visual appeal associated with the store 





















































































1. How visually appealing is the store in photo 
two? 












SECTION 10. PRODUCT INVOLVEMENT INVENTORY  
 
Please give a rating of your level of involvement with books by placing a mark at the 
appropriate position between the descriptors. 
 
 
To me, a book is:   
1.  Important __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
Unimportant 
2. Boring __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
Interesting 
3. Relevant __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
Irrelevant 
4. Exciting __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
Unexciting 
5. Means nothing __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
Means a lot to me 
6. Appealing __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
Unappealing 
7.  Fascinating __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
Mundane 
8. Worthless __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
Valuable 
9. Involving __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ 
 
Uninvolving 





























SECTION 11. GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
The following questions will be used for description purpose only. Please indicate the 
answer that comes closest to your own. 
 
 
1. What is your gender?       ___ Male  ___ Female 
 
2. Which of the following best describes your racial or ethnic identification? 
 ___ African American/ Black   ___ Caucasian/ White  
___ Native American   ___ Asian or Pacific Islander 
___ Hispanic    ___ Other (please specify) ______________ 
 
3. What is your marital status?           ___ Married                      
___ Living in a marriage-like relationship 
                                                         ___ Widowed 
      ___ Separated 
      ___ Divorced 
      ___ Single, never married 
 
4. What is your age? ____ 
 
5. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
___ High School graduate or less 
___ Associate‘s Degree (community college, technical school, two-year college) 
___ Some college    
___ Bachelor‘s Degree 
___ Graduate Degree (Master‘s, Doctoral)   
___ Other (please specify) _____________________ 
 
6. What was your approximate total household income last year (before taxes)?  
___ Less than $30,000 ___ $30,000-49,999  ___ $50,000-69,999  
___ $70,000-89,999 ___ $90,000-109,999  ___ $110,000-129,999 
___ $130,000-149,999 ___ $150,000+ 
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